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PART I

The faint-hearted cry to us that everything is coming 
to an end. It is not so; on the contrary, everything is 
about to be renewed. From the most distant stone age, 
the history of humanity has only been a long series of 
regenerations. Far from mourning when the world seems 
to be entering a period of fresh life, let us rather 
rejoice and say again with Lucretius—

’Cedit enim rerum novitate extrusa vetustas 
Semper et ax aliis aliud reparare necesse est.’

— Letourneau The Evolution of Marriage, p. 360
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CHAPTER I 

SOCIOLOGY AS A SCIENCE

When Auguste Conte in his Cours de Philoso-phie Pos
itive (1830-1842) outlined a place for sociology in his 
hierarchy of the sciences, the development of the new dis
cipline as an independent science was greatly inhibited.
It was established as a synthetic "science of society." No 
sociological concepts or methods for investigating social 
facts existed. The new science was completely at the mercy 
of the older disciplines. Comprehensive generalizations 
were drawn from these other scientific fields; concrete 
social data were used only to illustrate and support them. 
This tendency is still quite prevalent in sociology today, 
although it is no longer dominant. There is no longer the 
same emphasis on seeking the key to the knowledge of: social 
facts in the biological basis of human nature or in the geo
graphical basis of society.

However, an equally lasting result of this early 
weakness was to exaggerate the influence of the ideographers, 
the ideologists and the reformers on sociology. At the 
present time, sociology as a nomothetic body of knowledge 
is woefully inadequate. Sociologists are beginning to 
realize some of the blind alleys their science has entered, 
and are analyzing their position and procedures with more
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care. Florian Znaniecki has given some of the most devas
tating criticisms of certain trends in the field and at the 
same time has provided a most comprehensive and thorough 
plan for reconstruction in sociology. Certain passages 
in his book, The Method of Sociology, are well worth quot
ing verbatim, although it should he remembered that many of 
the same views and criticisms have been made by other socio
logists, including Park, Burgess, Thomas, and Maclver. Znan- 
iecki says, for example:

The starting point of all sociological research must 
be the firm and clear realization that sociology is an 
independent empirical science. This means that the only 
ultimate foundation of sociological theory is empirical 
social data. No sociological theory can be based upon 
conclusions drawn from non-sociological theories, nor 
can any but social data serve to establish sociological 
truths ,z

Ideographic or historical knowledge and nomothetic 
or generalizing knowledge differ merely in the degree of em
phasis they put upon the two essential and complementary 
directions of scientific research. Historical knowledge, to 
be valid, must be controlled by classificatory and nomothetic

i

'Messieurs Hesse and Gleyze in their manual on Notions 
de sociologie, 1935, point out that: "Les sciences sociales, 
comme toutes les sciences, ont et£ longtemps et restent trop 
souvent encore des disciplines ideologiques. Trop de theories, 
trop de doctrines, d’id^es, de vues ingenieuses, mais fra- 
giles. ,J-rop d ranalyses portant sur des idees, trop dTab
stractions. II est plus facile done plus tentant, de parler 
de la famille, de I'Etat, de la religion, de la valeur ou 
de la peine, que de decrire des faits sTy rapportant." p. vii 

*The Method of Sociology, 1934, p. 218 .
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knowledge, while the latter is obviously dependent on his
torical data. In scientific research, "we find a movement 
from concrete reality to abstract concepts and from abstract 
concepts back to concrete reality—  a ceaseless pulsation 
which keeps science alive and forging ahead."

In discussing sociology as a normative science, Znan- 
iecki suggests that since the Middle Ages, we have ceased to 
conceive of natural processes as going on within the world 
of values. We no ledger think of earthquakes or of epidem
ics as punishment for men’s sins. 1et the parallel error 
m  cultural interpretation is still frequent. As a co
author with W.I. Thomas, he says:

In theory, a sociology using norms as its basis de
prives itself of the possibility of understanding and 
controlling any important facts of social evolution. 
Indeed, every social process of real importance always 
includes a change of the norms themselves, not alone of 
the activity embraced by the norms... The assumption 
that a certain norm is valid and that whatever does not 
comply with it is abnormal finds itself absolutely 
helpless when it suddenly realizes that this norm has 
lost all social significance and that some other norm 
has appeared in its place.5'

In reference to whether or not sociology should be a 
"practical" science, Thomas and Znaniecki say: "The example 
of physical science and material technique should have 
shown long ago that only a scientific investigation, which

3Ibid, p. 25
»T5Td, p. 174
fThe Polish Peasant, 1918, p. 10
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is quite free from any dependence on practice, can become 
practically useful in its applications. " All practical 
considerations must be excluded if the results are to be 
valid, although this does not mean that subjects of practi
cal interest should not be studied.

tPracticalf people are continually forgetting the 
lesson that quick results are seldom satisfactory, and 
that the purposes of practical control of cultural real
ity would be best served by a science entirely indepen
dent of these purposes, a science which followed exclu
sively the two leads of a deep intellectual curiosity 
about particular data and an insatiable philosophic ten
dency to use acquired knowledge for the acquisition of 
new knowledge.7

At the present time, sociology is undergoing an im
portant change. Sociologists are gathering direct, indepen
dent, emprical data in a vast monographic literature with a 
distrust of generalization. "In this crisis, it needs all 
the light which methodological studies and discussions can

gthrow on its present and future."
Sociology as we have already pointed out, is only 

beginning to learn how to make proper use of its mater
ial, which is being agglomerated at a tremendous rate. 
While many older sociologists on a slender foundation 
of fact built imposing speculative constructions, which 
crumbled down before they were finished, we are heaping 
up mountains of raw stuff and barely manage to raise on 
top of them small and unsightly shreds of timid theory. 
We dignify this procedure by ascribing it to scientific

Ibid, p . 7
7Znaniecki, On. cit., p. 236
sIbid, p. vi
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circumspection, whereas in most cases it is nothing but 
plain incapacity to do any better.9

At this time, one of the greatest scholarly services 
that could be rendered to sociology would be a critical 
and selective survey of published materials and of socio
graphic studies based upon unpublished materials. Such 
a study ought to be made from the point of view of the 
actual worth of the material or sociographic study for 
the purposes of sociology as a special, theoretic, ana
lytic, and generalizang science, not from that of histor
ical and anthropological knowledge of mankind, nor yet 
from that of social practice.

This particular study will not approach the descrip
tion quoted above, although, in a measure, it will attempt 
to analyze materials and method used in the study of the 
family from that angle.

9Ibid, p. 154 
/<Tbid, p. 209
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CHAPTER II

RESEARCH ON THE FAMILY

In recent years the study of the family has attracted 
wide attention and led to the publication of numerous 
books. So complicated a subject naturally admits of a 
variety of treatment. History and anthropology, sociol
ogy and economics, biology and psychology must all con
tribute, if we are to achieve adequate understanding of 
the family. The result is a growing mass of information.
It ranges in reliability from objective, but limited 
studies, employing approved methods of research, to one
sided interpretations of special pleaders. Such a sit
uation is bewildering to students whose interest lies in 
the realities of family life and who need, above all, to 
be given understanding of the present significance of 
the family to the individual and society. There is, 
therefore, a definite need for books whose purpose is 
to provide orientation and perspective, books whose 
chief endeavour is to develop a broad philosophy of the 
family.'

In speaking more of the phase of marital adjustment, 
Burgess says in the Introduction of Harriet Mowrer1s book:

It is only natural that certain students of the 
family have discovered the central maladjustment in 
marriage to lie in the physical and physiological as
pects of sex; that some have been concerned with the un
conscious motivations influencing familial behaviour; 
that others have emphasized economic factors; and that 
still others have stressed the interaction of tempera
mental and personal traits of the adjustment of individuals 
in marriage. Each of these points of view has made its 
own distinctive contribution to the study of the family.

To analyze the different approaches to family study 
from the standpoint of their importance and contribution to

'Sait New Horizons for the Family , 1938, p. v 
P̂ersonality Adjustment and Domestic Discord, p . xxx
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a scientific knowledge of the family would be a very valu
able task. The magnitude of such a work forbids any but 
the sketchiest treatment in this study.

Burgess lists the objectives of family research under 
three headings:

(1) To obtain a clear and accurate description and 
analysis of the family in diverse ecological and cul
tural settings, (2) to chart and to account for the 
changes and trends in the family taking place in space 
and in time, and (3) to identify, to isolate, and to 
correlate the basic variable factors in the behaviour 
of the family considered both as a unit of interaction 
personalities and as a social institution.3

Mowrer brings out a different aspect in his book on 
the family:

The ultimate object of scientific study of the family 
is, of course, the prediction of what will happen in 
family relations under a given set of conditions and 
circumstances. Prediction of what will happen under a 
given set of conditions leads to control of what happens 
by changing the conditions in such a way as to modify 
the results, if these are undesirable, or making sure 
that the set of conditions is such as to bring about 
the desired results. *

Definitions of the Family
The term family has been defined in various ways, 

stressing different attributes, depending upon the point of 
view of the observer, and his particular interest. The word 
"family" has been taken over into European languages from

3 Bernard, lL The Fields and Methods of Sociology, 
1934, p. 440

*The Family, 1932, p. 280
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Roman law, where it designated the community of producers 
and consumers which formed the largely self-sufficing house
hold, and which included slaves and servants as v/ell as
those related by blood or marriage. However, Cunningham

rrecognizes five common definitions of the family. One is, 
of course, the natural or biological family, consisting of 
parents and children. The U.S. Bureau of the Census defines 
the term so as to include boarders, servants, and all others 
living in the same household, whether related or not. 'Then 
there is the natural social family, as it is sometimes 
called, which includes related persons, foster and step 
children and parents, and real parents, living under the 
same roof. Parten extends this definition to include house
holds organized by unrelated persons living together. 
Cunningham would modify this last definition by requiring 
that there be older and younger persons, with the older 
caring for and guiding the younger. PartenTs New Haven 
study gives interesting data as to the relative proportion 
of these different associations.

Make Up of the Family Percentage in New Haven Sur
vey

husband and wife 15.2
husband, wife and relatives 7.6
husband, wife and children 41.4
husband, wife, children and relatives 15.3

Family Behaviour, 1937, pp. 22-4
* Mildred Parten "A Statistical Analysis of the 

Modern Family,” Annals Amer. Acad. Pol. Soc. Sci., Harch 1932
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man and children .7
man, children and relatives 1.1
woman and children 2.3
woman, children and relatives 3.0
man or woman and relatives 7.7
man or woman alone or unrelated persons 5.5

The natural biological family seems to have made up 
the greatest percentage of the families studied in New 
Haven by Parten. However, studies in large cities have 
shown striking variations in family composition character
izing various local areas, the percentage of "normal families 
with children” in Chicago ranging from over 70$ in outlying 
residential communities to less than 10$ in the Loop and 
the "homeless man" area adjoining.7

Jennings gives an interesting definition of the 
family. "The family is a small group of individuals that 
share in a common stock of genes, furnished by the two par
ents; and also that share a common environment, of which the 
members of the family themselves are the most potent factors."'6 
Of course, this predominantly biological defintioon is per
fectly useless for a study of food consumption or family 
living, although it may have its uses for eugenic studies.
Dr. Faith Williams, Chief of the Cost of Living Division of 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,

7"Family Composition Study—  Chicago", unpublished, 
by E.W. Burgess and Ruth P. Koshuk

^Herbert S. Jennings in Rich Family Life Today, 1928
p. 18
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defines the family as it is used in the studies published 
by her division:

In these studies the concept "economic family" has 
been used. An economic family is defined as two or 
more persons living together and sharing their economic 
resources. In most cases, the members of an economic 
family are related by ties of blood, marriage, or 
adoption, but in some cases an unrelated member was 
found to share income and family living. Persons re
lated by blood, marriage, or adoption, were not treated 
as members of the economic family if they lived as 
boarders and kept their funds separate from family funds, 
unless they gave a complete record of their incomes and 
expenditures. Persons who were members of the economic 
family for an entire year were not necessarily members 
of the household for the yeer. A member supported by 
the family in school, college or hospital for part of 
the year, a member working away from home part of the 
year, sharing his income with the family for that period 
and able to report all his expenses for that period,. would be treated as a member of the economic family but 
not of the household for the entire year.**

Thomas and Znaniecki make different distinctions in 
their study of the Polish peasant.

The Polish peasant family, in the primary and larger 
sense of the word, is a social group including all the 
blood and law-relatives up to a certain variable limit—  
usually the fourth degree/ The family in the narrower 
sense, including only the married pair with tMir chil
dren, may be termed the ’marriage group.’ These two 
conceptions, family group and marriage group, are indis
pensable to an understanding of the familial life.’0

Marriage and the family are thus defined differently 
according to the approach which uses them. However, many 
definitions, even in scientific literature, are more interest
ing for their play on words, than for their practical or

^Personal letter, January 28, 1939 
'°0p. crt. , Vol. I, p. 87
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operational use, such as: "Biologically, marriage is the 
arrangement which affords sanctioned catharsis to psychic

r

desire and physical taraescence-- the necessary prelimin-
iiaries to sexual union and conjugation.”

In ascertaining the present state of research on the 
family, we must first analyze the concepts used, for it is 
in the concepts that the approach is betrayed, and it is in 
the concepts that the scientific, the pseudo-scientific, or 
the non-scientific nature of the research is disclosed.

"Ballard, L.V. Social Institutions, 1936, p. 69



PART II 
CONCEPTS
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CHAPTER III 

CONCEPTS IN SCIENCE

"Perception without conception is blind; conception 
without perception is empty."* This is an observation on 
the process of conceptualization in general, whether scien
tific or popular. Kant further outlined two steps in the 
development of a science. The first step is the appearance 
of percepts or a consciousness of the existence of the 
questioned phenonema; the second is the appearance of con-

<JLcepts or of generalized thought. Eubank wishes to add a 
third step to the above, that of the organization of con
cepts into a definite logical system, a schematics whereby 
the several parts appear as segments of a united and congru
ous whole, a "frame of reference" upon which its general 
theory may be constructed. "We venture the conclusion that 
until a body of knowledge has implicitly, if not explicitly, 
passed into this third stage of development it is not right-

3ly entitled to the name of science."
The self-consciousness of any field of study perhaps 

becomes most apparent in its vocabulary, the phraseology

'Blumer "Science Without Conce-Dts," Am. Jl. S_oc. , 
36: 526, p. 531

xEubank The Concepts of Sociology. 1932 p. 33 
3Loc. cit.
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which it uses in dealing with its materials, Many 
things besides the materials of the subject itself are 
unconsciously revealed in its speech. There one may 
discover the company it keeps, and the areas of thought 
which it shares with its closest of kin. The origins 
of its terras reveal its obligations and indebtednesses. 
The distinctiveness, precision, and clarity of its lan
guage reveal its degree of maturity and the extent to 
which it is entitled to be called a science.*

Looking at the concept more from the view of the 
functions that it performs in science, Blumer says:

As I see it, the concept more specifically consid
ered serves three functions: (1) it introduces a new 
orientation or point of view; (2) it serves as a tool, or as a means of transacting business with one’s envi
ronment; (3) it makes possible deductive reasoning and 
so the anticipation of new experience.5

"Perception without conception is blind...” Yet 
science is dependent upon perception. It is also dependent 
upon an adequate body of stable and standardized concepts. 
However, knowledge is not gained through the mere elabora
tion of the concept as was attempted in medieval scholasti
cism. Concepts are not valid unless they present utility. 
They are working instruments and should not become fethishes 
and substitutes for knowledge. By using them critically in 
this light, scientists may perhaps avoid being mere "book
keepers of facts" or "spinners of metaphysics."

Eubank proposes four tests for a true scientific 
concept:

tEubank Ibid. pp. 16-7 Blumer Op. cit. p. 526 Ibid, p. 533
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1. Is it perfectly general, that is, always employed 
in the same sense wherever used?

2. Is it reasonably precise? Does it convey an unam
biguous and clear-cut meaning?

3. Does it finally contain only one cardinal idea?
4. Is it fundamental to its particular field, that is, 

essential to complete interpretation? 7
A failure in any one of these tests weakens its valid

ity as a scientific concept.

7 Eubank Ibid. p. 31
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CHAPTER IV

CONCEPTS IN SOCIOLOGY

There is little worth-while achievement in research 
which is merely confirmation of judgments thousands of years 
old or pretentious elaborations of subjective preconcep
tions. Read Bain believes that sociology1s development has 
been inhibited because of three things:

1. The idea that sociology is a normative science in
stead of a descriptive one; ’help society.’
2. We need a frankly behaviouristic sociology, a nat

ural science, instead of one which measures or attempts 
to measure attitudes, wishes, ideals and subjective 
phenonema.3. The inaccuracy, indefiniteness, and anarchistic 
confusion of our concepts. This condition is largely 
the result of the subjectivistic bias just noted. We 
cannot do valid scientific research until we know what 
we are talking about. At present all too many sociolog
ical terms mean all things to all men, both lay and pro
fessional. ’We have few agreed-upon units, few universal 
standards of measurement, practically no constants, no 
universally accepted conclusions, no very accurate pre
vision, and hence no science.'

Blumer voices approximately the same note when he 
says: "I suspect that the milling and halting condition of 
our own science does not come directly from the inadequacy 
of our techniques, as almost everyone contends, but from the 
inadequacy of our point of view." House and Eubank are of

Read Bain "An Attitude on Attitude Research," Am. 
Jl. Soc., 32: 941-2

*- Blumer On . cit. , p. 528
3House "Social relations and Social Interaction,"
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the same opinion.
In sociology, the process of conceptualization has 

not advanced as it has in the older sciences. It is impor
tant that a precise and scientific vocabulary be established 
and perfected by the ’’consensus of the sociological guild.” *

Sociology has three general sources for its concepts. 
Borrowed words from other sciences constitute a large pro
portion of its concepts. Sometimes these words are used 
with the same meaning; often only a vague analogy is at
tempted. A second source of concepts is found in words in 
popular use. Then, many concepts are invented.

Eubank’s monumental work, The Concepts of Sociology, 
is the only comprehensive treatment of the subject. He has 
tabulated over fourteen-hundred concepts6 used in American 
sociology. In his book, however, he has included only 
three-hundred and thirty-two,7 which represents the reduc
tions made by many present leading sociologists.

Am. Jl. Soc., 31: 620.
* Eubank Oj). cit., p. 35 
rHouse 0i3. cit. , p. 620
^Eubank ”The Concepts of Sociology,” Social Forces, 

5: 386-400, March, 19277Table I ”EuhankTs List of Concepts Used in American 
Sociology.”
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TABLE I*

EUBANKT S LIST OF CONCEPTS
USED IN AMERICAN SOCIOLOGY

acceleration caste construction
accomodation category contactacculturation causation contagion
achievement centralization continutaion
acquiescence centre, culture contract
action centrism contraction
adaptation change controladhesion choice convention
adjustment circulation convergence
aggregation civilization cooperation
alliance class coordination
alter co-action correlation
amalgamation coercion correspondance
anonymity collectivism creative movement
anticipation combination crisisantipathy communication crowd
approach community culture
approval compensation current
area competition custom
artifact complex
ascendancy compliance decadence
assimilation composition definition of the
association compromise situation
attention compulsion democracy
attitude conation derivation
attraction concurrnece desire
authority conduct deterioration
avoidance conflict determination

conformity difference
balance congregation diffusion
base, culture consciousness discontinuation
behaviour consensus discourse, universe
binding consolidation of
biohom constitution discussion
borrowing constraint dissociation

*Eubank The Concents of Sociology, pp. 39-43
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TABLE I (continued)

distance
distribution
domination
drift
drive
dynamics
ecology
ego
element
elimination
empathy
endarchy
energy
environment
equalification
equilibrium
escape
esprit-de corps
estrangement
evasion
evolution
expansion
experience, new
expooitation
expression
fashion
feeling
filiation
folkway
force
function
fusion
genesis
genetics
gradation
gregariousness
group
growth
habit 
heredity 
heritage 
human being 
human nature
idealidentification

incorporation
individual
inertia
in-group
innovation
instinct
institution
integration
interaction
intercommunication
interest
intermindedness
interpenetrat ion
interstimulation
intimacy
intra-action
invention
isolation
laglapse
larithmics
law
learning process
liberation
like-mindedness
likeness
limitation
loosening
malad j ustme nt
margin, culture
masses: mass
mentifact
mind
mobility
modification
morale
moresmotivation
motility
movement
mutation
negativisrn
nucleus
nurture
object
opinion
opposition

out-group
parallelism
parasite
participation
pathology
pattern
periodicity
perpetuation
person
personalitypersuasion
plane
plasticity
pluralism
plurel
polarization
population
position
positivism
predisposition
prejudice
pressure
prestige
process
product
progress
project
protocracy
public
purpose
race
radiation
rapport
reaction
reality
reciprocity
recognition
reconstruction
regionrehabilitat ion
relationreorganization
repetition
representation
repulsion
resemblance
residue
resources
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TABLE I (continued)

response socius tendency
restlessness solidarity tensionrestraint stability they-groupretardation standard thought
revootion statics thrust
rivalry status thwart

stimulation toleration
security stranger tradition
segregation stratification traitselection structure transformationself struggle transition
self-consciousness subject transmissionsentiment subjugation typesimulation sublimation
singularism submission uniformitysituation suggestion unity
social superordination unre st
sociality supplementation utility
socialization suppression
sociation surplus value
societalization survival variable
societology symbiosis volition
society symbol
sociocracy sympathy want
sociogeny synergy ways
sociologism synthesis we-group
sociology will
sociometry taboo wish
sociosphere telesis withdrawal

The very extent of such a list as this is confusing; 
but it is indicative of an underlying confusion that is 
still more significant. It reveals strikingly how far 
the sociologists are from agreement upon the very ter
minology itself. The youth of this subject is nov/here 
more clearly shown than in the indefiniteness and lack 
of uniformity of its vocabulary. Different writers use 
the same term in different senses. Conversely, the same 
idea is labelled differently by different writers. A 
number of terms listed in the above catalog do not have 
general acceptance at all, but are used only by a single 
writer. Many of the terms overlap. Some, broad and 
general, include as subdivisions several more special
ized or limited terms.1

*Eubank, ibid. p. 43
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CHAPTER V

CONCEPTS USED 
IN THE STUDY OF THE FAMILY

This confusion in concepts is nov/here so apparent 
as in the field of family study, where the close contact 
with terms of popular usage plays such an important part.
In addition, the wide range of approaches prevalent in 
family study does not facilitate integration.

Eubank: seems to have completely neglected the field 
of family study. Concepts which are vitally important to 
this field he omits entirely. It is hoped that the list 
presented in Table II will be helpful in filling this void. 
However, it must be noted that the same tendencies he has 
noted are even more widespread in the study of the family.

TABLE II

LIST OF CONCEPTS USED 
IN THE STUDY OF THE FAMILY

ABILITY
aborigines
abortionaccomodation
acquiescense
acquired charac-
action (istics
activity
adaptability
adaptation
adequacy

adjustment
admiration
adolescence
adoption
adultery
aesthetics
affection
agreement
agnation
agoraphobia
aim

aim-inhibition
alcoholism
alienation
alimony
allopiastic
altruism
amalgamation
ambition
ambivalency
amnesia
amusement
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TABLE II (continued)

anagamy blame, social coitusanimism body collective; attitude,
annulment bonds, family expenditureantagonizers bourgeois collectivismant ipathy breeding-in collusionanxiety broken family combinationappetite broken home common-human attitudeapproach budge tmf ami ly communicationaptitude bundling community
area companionatearrested family career companionshipartifact caresses compensationartificiality case work competitionasceticism caste complexasexuality castration conception
aspect cauality conciliation
assimilation cause concubinageassistance caution conditioned reflex
association celibacy conditioned response
assortative mating ceremonial conditioning
atmosphere change: social conditions, social
attitude character conduct
attraction characteristics conflict: progressive,
attractiveness chastity acute, vovert, overt
authority child habitual
autoerotism childhood conformity
automat ic child-rearing congeniality
autonomy chivalry connection
autoplastic choice consanguineous family
aversion circulation conscience
avoidance circumcision consciousness
avunculate civilization consecutive

civism conservation of the
backwardness clandestine rela family
balance tionship constellation
bargaining clash consumer
barrenness class: -system contact
barrier -consciousness contagion
basis -distinction continence
beauty -group contraception
behaviour -hierarchy contract
behaviourism -solidarity contrast
bereavement classification control, social
betrothal claustrophobia convention
pipolar code conventional family
birth control coercion conversion
birthrate cognation cooperation
bitterness cohabitation cooperative family
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TABLE II (continued)

coquetry
correlation
cost of living
counselling, family
courtesan
courtship
couvade
covert
crisis, family 
cruelty
cult: of the child, 
of the family 

cultural lag 
culture 
curiosity 
current 
custom 
cycle
dating
daydream
decadence
decline
defect
defective, biolog

ical
definition of the 

situation 
definition, social 
degree 
delinquency 
dementia praecox 
dependency 
dependent children 
depopulation 
depression 
desertion 
desire 
despair 
determinism 
development 
difference differentiation 
diffusion 
direction, social 
disappointment 
discipline 
discord: domestic

disgust
disintegration
disinterestedness
disorganization
disorientation
displacement
displaydisposition
disillusionment
disrupted family
dissociation
dissolution, familydistribution
disunion
division of labor
divorce
docility
domesticity
domination
double standard
dowry
drives
duplication
duty
dynamics 
dysgenics 
early marriage 
ecology 
ectogenesis education 
effects, social 
ego
egocentric 
ego fiction 
egoisme a deux 
Electra complex 
element 
elopement
emancipated family
embarassment
emotion
endogamy
energy
energy reserve 
engagement 
environment 
equalitarian family 
esprit de corps

estrangement
ethics
etiology
eugenics
euphoria
euthenic
event
evolution
exogamy
experience: new 
exp e r ime nt at i o n 
exploitation 
expression 
extroversion
f aciliation
failure
faithfulness
falling in love
familial solidarity
familism
family: living
farm family
fascination
fashion
fatherhood
fecundity
feeblemindedness
feeling
fellowship
feminism
fertility
filiation
filio-centric family
fixation
flexibilityflirtation
fluctuation
folie a deux
folkwayforce: social
foresight
form
formation: of love, 

of personality 
foster home 
freedom 
friction
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intimacy
interrelationship 
intra-uterine life 
introversion 
invention 
involvement 
isolation 
it
justice
justification
kinship

frigidity
frustration
function
functionalismfusion
future
generalization
genesis
gesture
goal
good-sport 
gossip 
gratitude 
gregariousness 
group: marri age 
member, survival 

growth 
guidance 
gynocracy
habit
happiness
harmony
heredity
heritage
hetaerism
heterogeneity
heterosexuality
home
homemaking
homogeneity
homosexuality
honeymoon
horde
hospitality
hostility
household
housing
housekeeping
human being
human nature
humanity
hypnosis
ididealismidealization

TABLE II (continued)

identification
identity
ideologyillegitimacy
illicit
ikage: mother, 

social 
imitation 
immaturity 
immorality 
Impotence 
impulse 
incest 
income
incompatibility 
incompatible family 
individual: differ
ences 

individualism 
individuism 
industrialism 
inertia infanticide 
infatuation 
inferiority complex 
infertility 
infidelity inheritance 
inhibition 
initiative 
innate tendencies 
insight 
instability 
instinct 
institution insurance, social 
integration 
integrity 
intelligence 
interaction 
interdependence 
interest 
interference 
intermarriage 
intermingling 
intermixture 
interpenetration 
interrelat ionship

lack
late marriage 
law
learning process
legitimacy
leisure
level
levirate
liberty
libido
license
life-attitude
likenesslimitation
linear progress
linkage
livelihood
longevity
love: at first

sight, cardiac res
piratory, dermal, 
filial, fondness, 
maternal, pater
nal love object 

loyalty 
luxury
machinery 
maintenance 
maladjustment 
marginal utility 
marriage: by capture, 

by purchase; clinic, 
market
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TABLE II (continued)

masochism
mass: masses
matchmaker
mate-finding
materialism
material world
maternal family-
maternity
matriarchate
matrimony
matrix of society
matter
maturity
maximum
meaning
mechanismsmember
memory
mental health
mesaillance
migration
minimum
mind
miscegenation
mobility
mode
modernization
modesty
modification
moiety
monogamy
moral code
morality
more
mores: love 
motherhood 
motivation 
motive
motive patterns
movement
myth
naggingnatural: selection 
narcissism

nearness
necessity
needs
neglect
neighbourhood
neurotic trait
nominalism
non-support
normal
norms, marriage
nurture
nutrition
object 
objectivity 
obligation 
obsession 
Oedipus complex 
only child 
opinion: public, 

social 
optimism 
oral love 
order
organism, social 
organization 
orientation 
origin
original nature overt
over-determination
parental tie
parenthood
parent substitute
participation
paternal familypaternity
pathos
pathological 
patriarchal family 
patriotism 
pattern: life, 

situation 
perception

perpetuation
person
personality
phantasy
philosophy
plasticity
play
pleasure
plurality
polyandry
polygamy
polygyny
population
position psychology
positivism
posterity
potentiality
poverty
power
prediction 
prejudice 
preliterate 
pre-marital preparation, education 
premium pressure 
prestige 
primary group 
primitive 
primogeniture 
priority 
privilege 
problem 
process 
procreation 
product 
progress 
prohibition 
projection 
promiscuity 
propagation 
property 
proposal 
propinquity 
prostitution
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TABLE II (continued)

psychometric resentment situation
p sycho-analysis resources sociability
psycho-social response social: hygienepsychology responsability mold, self, workpuberty restraint social guaranteepublic: aid retaliation socially handicappedpunishment retardation societypurity reversal socio-analysispurpose rhythm sociolog3̂

right solidarity: family,
qualification of rift . marriagemate ritual sophisticationquality role sororateromantic complex spinsterrace root spiritualrace suicide stability
racial group sadism stage
radical sanction standard of living
rapport satisfaction standardizat ion
rationalization savings standing
reaction shceme, social stem family
readjustment science sterility
realism secondary group sterilization
reality security stimulation
rebellion segregation stratification
reciprocation self: assertion status
recognition, social feeling, preser sterility
reconciliation vation, reliance stimulation
reconstruction, self-imperative structure

family sensualization struggle
recreation sentiment style
reflex separation sub-culture
reform service sub-group
regression sex: appetite, con subjugation
regulation, social flict, education, sublimation
rehabiliation impulse, inter

course, modesty,
submission

reintegration subordination
remarriage morality, preser substitute
relations vation suburbanizat ion
reorganization sexual: selection, successful family
representation precocity suffering
repression sibling suggestion
reproduction significance: super-ego
repulsion social supernatural
research sin superordination
resemblance single standard super-organic
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TABLE II (continued)

super-personality transference variation
super-sensitiveness transient vicarious enjoymentsuperstition transition cice
supplements, home transmission vicinity
suppression trauma vicious circlesymbol treatment virginitysymbol conditioning trends virtuesympathy trial marriage volition
family system turmoil vulnerability

type
taboo wanttechnique unadaptability ways
telesis unconscious wealth
temperament unhappiness we-grouptendency uniformity welfare
tension unintegrated family will
therapy union wish
thrill seeking unity withdrawal
tolerance unstable family woman, position of
toleration urbanization worship
tradition utility
training youth
trait: hereditary values

This formidable list of eight hundred and sixteen 
concepts used in the study of the family, drawn from over 
four hundred and fifty textbooks, articles, and research 
studies, does not attempt to exhaust the field, although 
there are probabljr not many that are omitted. As can be 
seen, it contains terms borrowed from every discipline, 
from philosophy to physics. Words in popular usage are 
conspicuous. More important, the word symbols themselves 
are not given the same meaning by all writers. Again, many 
words are used by only one author. This lack of agreement 
is borne out more clearly in a comparison that will be made
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later. The above list serves to illustrate the ambiguity 
and the confusion prevalent.

It would be an extremely interesting task to apply 
Eubankls four criteria' to the above eight hundred and six
teen concepts. Such a procedure would certainly result in 
a drastic reduction of the number, besides condensing them 
according to a unified viewpoint. Even so, the fourth cri
terion is open to some subjective valuation, and it is 
doubtful that any two sociologists could achieve complete 
agreement on many proposed concepts. It may be more in ac
cordance with modern procedure to demand that each concept 
justify itself in actual practice by a demonstration of its 
utility, to submit itself to the pragmatic test. However, 
in any light, sociologists must become more concept-con
scious. Terminology is an indispensable adjunct of any 
method and must remain the foundation of any technique.

Concepts Used in the Study of the Family in France:
In examining the concepts used in la sociologie do- 

mestique, the same number of sources was not available.
Still, in as much as a good sample of each school'*’ was read, 
the list of concepts presented in Table III may be judged 
fairly representative. The concepts are left in the original

'See pagerFor the significance of the French schools, see page nz.
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French; single word translations, necessary for placing them 
in alphabetical order, would not be an adequate rendttion. 
These concepts show an even greater percentage of words 
drawn from other fields, especially from juridic and legal 
sources. The absence of any definite sociological termin
ology is even more conspicuous.

TABLE III

CONCEPTS USED IN THE 
STUDY OF TEE FAMILY IN FRANCE

action
adolescent
atLSilt&re
affaiblessement du 
lien familial 

affection 
agnation 
agregat 
alcoolisme 
ambilien 
amoral isme 
amour: conjugal, 
familial, filial, 
fraternel, libre, 
licencieux, mat- 
ernel, paternel, 
-propre 

anomique
anthropoc entrique
anthropomo rph i que
antinomique
app^tit
appuiarmature de la 
f amille 

ascendants 
assistance 
autorite 
avenir

barrikre 
biens 
bigamie 
bonheur 
bouleversement bourgeoisie 
budget familial 
but
caractere 
cause 
celibat 
cellule
changements sociaux 
chastete 
clan 
classe 
cognation 
cohabitation 
collat^raux 
collectivity 
coinmunaute 
communautaire 
condition: domes- 

tique, nouvelle 
consanguinite 
conscience collec
tive

consentement mutuelle divorce

contrat: conjugal, 
marriage 

constitution 
convention 
coquetterie 
corps social costume 
crise
culte: du foyer, du 
milieu, du moi 

culture: intellectu- 
elle, morale 

decheance defense sociale 
densite de la famille 
desagregation 
descendants 
disintegration 
developpement psy- 
chique devoir: domestique, 
social difficult^ 

dimo rph isme 
discipline: familiale 

sociale 
dispersion 
dissolution
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TABLE III (continued)

dogme he'redite moralitedot heritage morphologiedroit hierarchie domes- moyenstique /
education honn&tete nataliteeffets hygiene sociale nature
^galitarisme necessite: sociale^galite idee

obeissance^goisme illegitime
elan vital immorality obligationelement inceste ordre: moral, natu-emancipation independence rel, politiqueendogamie individualisme orgueil
enfant individuel origineepoux infecondite
erotisme instinct pain quotidien
esprit-de-famille institution: domes- particulariste
ethico-religieux tique, familiale, passe
evolution sociale patriarcat
exogamie intelligence perpetuation de

interets: pecunaires 1 T esp'kce
facilite isolement phase
fait social pheaomene
famille: instable, jalousie philosophie

stable, souche justice polygamie
f <^condit£ positivisme
f dminisme liberte: de I'indi- postcommunautaire
f dtichisme vidu postpatriarcal
filiation: pater- libido pouvoir

nelle, uterine lien: conjugal, prejuge
fonction familial present
fondement: psycho- lieu principes

sociologique loi procreation
formation lutte promiscuite
forme propriete
fortifier le lien malthasianisme pudeur

familial mariage puissance: maternelle
foyer matriarcat paternelle, publique

maturity
genre: humain menage rapport
grande famille milieu reforme: sociale
groupe: familial, mode: d ’existance, relations

social supeneure religion
habitat moeurs representation
harmonie monogarnie collective

morale repression
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TABLE III (continued)

reserrer le lien 
familial 

rite 
role
sant£ collective 
scepticisme 
selection natu- 
relle 

semi-particu- 
lariste / 

sensibilite 
sentiment: fami
lial situation 

societe

sociologie: domes- 
tique 

solidarite': domes- 
tique, familiale, 
sociale 

soucie de 1Topinion 
statut consulaire 
statut organique 
sue ce s 
succession 
superstition 
symbol isme 
systeme 
tabou 
tendance 
territoire

totemisme
tradition
traditionelle
transformation
travail quotidien
type
unite
usufruit
valeur / variete 
vie
vie familiale 
volonte
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CHAPTER VI

CONCEPTS USED 
IN TEXTBOOKS ON THE FAMILY

Using a slightly different technique of presenting
the data, Table IV represents a similar tabulation of twelve
textbooks on the family to the one which Eubank makes of
eight textbooks in general sociology. For the purpose of
this comparison, the twelve texts were restricted to the
decade from 1928 to 1938. They are listed in order of the
date of publication.

Groves, E.R. and Ogburn, W.F., American Marriage and 
Family Relationships, 1928 

Goodsell, W., Problems of the Family, 1928 Reed, Ruth, The Modern Family, 1929
Schmiedeler, E., An Introductory Study of the Family, 

1930Elmer, M.C., Family Adjustment and Social Change, 1932
Mowrer, E.R., The Family, 1932
Groves, The American Family, 1934
Folsom, J.K., The Family, 1934
Nimkoff, M.F., The Family, 1934
Hart, H.N., Personality and the Family, 1935
Sait, U.M., New Horizons for the Family, 1938
Waller, W., The Family, 1938
The procedure v/as to list the concepts appearing in 

the table of contents of each of the above texts. Table IV 
is a composite of all the concepts appearing in all the texts 
followed by the abbrevaation of the name of the author who 
used it. The first letter in the author’s name is used, with 
the exception of Schmiedeler and Goodsell, where Sch and X 
are used respectively.
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TABLE XV

COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS 
APPEARING IN THE TABLES OF CONTENTS 
OF TWELVE TEXTBOOKS ON THE FAMILY

accord ....................
adjustment ................
arrested family ............
assortative mating ........
attitude ..................
authority ..................
bargaining ................
basis ......................
behaviour ..................
bereavement ................
bonds, family ..............
broken home ................
career ....................
cause ....................
change ....................collective expenditure . . .
companionate ..............
conditions, social ........conditions, economic . . . .
conflict ..................
conservation of the family .
control, social ............
cooperative, family ........
counselling, family ........
courtship ..................
crisis, family ............
culture ....................
dependent children ........
desertion ..................
development ................
direction social ..........
discipline ................
dsicord ....................disintegration ............
disorganization ............
dissolution, family ........
dynamics ..................

M
R, S, G, H, F, W 
G
Ws, w s 
w
F (subcultural), S (biolog 

ical), R (instinctive) 
G, H
W
Sch
E, Sch; G (broken family)
X
FF, E, S, N, M, W, GO, H 
S
S, RS, GO, G, X
S, GO
W
G
E
S
H
G, W 
M
F
X
R, G
G, N (family): M (personal 
R ity)
SM (domestic): GO (family) 
Sch, MS, R, N, M, F, W 
Ra
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TABLE IV (continued)

effects, social . . .eugenics ..........
evolution ..........
experience, family . 
experimentation . . .
force ..............
f o r m ..............
formation ..........
freedom ............
frustration ........
function ..........
future ............
group ..............
habit ..............
h o m e ..............
homemaking ........
housekeeping . . . .  human nature . . . .  
humanity ..........
illegitimacy . . . .
immorality ........
incompatible family . 
individualism . . . .  
industrialism . . . .  
influence of city life
instability ........
institution ........  ,
insurance, social . .
integration ........  .
interaction ........  ,
interrelationship . . .
leisure ............  .
l o v e ..............
marriage ..........  ,
m a s s .............. .mate-finding ........
mechanisms ..........
morality ............
mores, love ..........
motive patterns . . . .

F
H

s, R
G
R
F, E
W, R
W, F
s; XF
s, R
F, X
GO
W
Sch
S
SM
S
X, R
F
G
XX
GO
X
s, M
S
Sch

W jS
S, Sc
F, W;
S, E,F
F, HM
W
F
W
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TABLE IV (c o nt inued)

needs ........................ Fnorms, marriage .............. GO
organism, social ............ Schorganization ................ M, Sorigin ...................... N
parenthood .................. H, R, s, w,pattern ...................... S, F, wpersonality .................. W, H, M,pre-marital preparation . . . . Sch
problems .................... X, F, G, Hprocess ...................... W, F
promiscuity, sexual .......... Hprostitution ................ S, R, X
psycho-social ................ N
public-aid .................. X
qualifications of mate . . . . Sch
racial groups ................ ... GO
reacting .................... ... X
readjustment................ ... F
recognition, social .......... ... R
reconstruction, family . . . .  GO
reform ...................... ... S
regulation, social .......... ... E
reintegration ................ ... Schr e l a t i o n .................... ... GO, M (family); F (parent-

child): H (husband-wife) 
S (sex)

reorganization .............. ... N
reproduction ................ ... F
r o l e ........................ ... F, GO
satisfaction ................ ... F
scheme, social .............. ... R
sentiment.................... ... W
s e x ............ ^................ GO, S
significance, s o c i a l ........... GO, G
social ...................... ... S
social s e l f .................. ... Wsocially handicapped ........ ... E, S
solidarity, marriage ........ ... W
standard of l i v i n g .......... ... E, S
s t a t u s ...................... ... S, GO, Sen
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TABLE IV (c o nt inued)

structure .................... ... N
successful family............ ... GO
suffering . . .................... X
system, f a m i l y .............. ... F
tension, family.............. ... S, Sch
treatment.................... ... GO, M, X
t r e n d s ...................... ... F, S
unstable family .............. ... s
urbanization ................ ... M
v a l u e s ...................... ... S, W
welfare ...................... ... S
woman m o v e m e n t .............. ... X

An analysis of the above table shows at once the re
markable lack of agreement among the several authors. Not 
one concept appears in more than eight of the twelve texts. 
Just two terms are common to eight: change, and marriage.
Two terms are found in six: adjustment and disorganization. 
Three, Parenthood, personality, and relation appear in five 
lists. Social conditions, interaction, and -problems appear 
in four tables of contents. Just nine concepts are found in 
even three lists: basis, development, evolution, function, 
love, pattern, prostitution, status and treatment. Twenty- 
nine concepts are common to two tables of contents: attitude, 
behaviour, broken home, companionate, economic conditions, 
courtship, desertion, discord, disintegration, eugenics, 
force, form, formation, freedom, future, illegitimacy, 
institution, leisure, mate-finding, organization, process,
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role, sex, social significance, socially handicapped, stan
dard of living, family tension, trends, and values.

This is substantially the same result that Eubank 
found. He compared only eight textbooks, however, but there 
was not one term common to eight. Only one, society, was 
found in seven, and but two were found common to six.
Fifty-five percent of the concepts were found only in one

itable of contents.
In Table IV, 128 terms are listed, eighty without 

duplication, or sixty-eight percent. Of course, it must be 
remembered that in the textual content of the books the same 
discrepancy would not be apparent. Still it is reasonably 
certain that in the table of content headings the author 
will single out those terms for emphasis which he himself 
considers to be the most important.

An interesting comparison which Eubank neglected to 
make is the relative consistency of the various authors.
In this comparison, the results should be regarded as highly 
relative, since a slight difference in style may make for 
a considerable difference in apparent agreement. An author 
like Sait, or Folsom, will tend to include many more details 
in the table of contents than will some others. However, in 
a measure, this is balanced by the inclusion of a great deal 
more detail in the text itself, for the table of contents, 
besides representing the author’s emphasis, may be regarded
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as a fair index of the material contained in the text itself
1. SaitTs table of contents contained 26 duplicated concepts a total of 60 times.
2. Folsom’s 18 duplicated concepts 51 times.
3. Waller’s 15 duplicated concepts 47 times.
4. Reeds 13 duplicated concepts 38 times.
5. Mowrer’s 12 concepts 38 times.
6. Hart’s 11 concepts 40 times.
7. Groves’ 11 concepts 26 times.

Groves and Ogburn’s 10 concepts 26 times.GoodsellTs 10 concepts 29 times.
8 .
9.
10. Elmer's 7 concepts 22 times.
11. Schmiedeler’s 6 concepts 8 times.
12. Nimkoff’s 5 concepts 23 times.

To classify the above texts according to the number 
of duplications would result in a slightly different config
uration.

1. Sait
2. Folsom
3. Waller
4. Hart

5. Reed
6. Mowrer
7. Goodsell
8. Groves

9. Groves and Ogburn10. Nimkoff
11. Elmer
12. Schmiedeler

Eubank’s observation on the state of the concept in 
sociology is exceedingly apt:

There can be no doubt that beneath the divergence of 
terminology a thought kinship exists that is close and 
real. Sociologists have been talking about the same 
things for years, but their common ideation has all too 
often been hidden by the diversit3r of their language. A 
major task of contemporary Sociology is to discover the 
essential unity of thought which underlies the superfi
cial disunity of terms. For in spite of the differing 
terminologies, and in spite of the varying degrees of 
emphasis, there _is [italics in the original] a fundamen
tal unity of thought. Had this not been true it would t 
long since have died a natural and inconspicuous death.

'Eubank The Concepts of Sociology, p. 46 
1Ibid, p. 49
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However, this divergence in terms can only he under
stood when the different approaches and attitudes of differ
ent sociologists are studied. This analysis of the concept 
has given a picture of the state of the sociological study 
of the family. More complete understanding awaits the 
analysis of method.



PART III 
METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER VII

CLASSIFICATION OF FAMILY STUDIES

A survey of the classifications of other authors 
soon reveals that there is little definite agreement, and 
that each classification amounts to little more than a 
rating of other studies in reference to the classifier’s 
own. A rapid sketch of several examples will bear this 
out.

Classification as to method:
Znaniecki sees but two methods, enumerative induction

and analytic induction. This exposition is very valuable
in understanding some approaches, but it is not helpful in
regard to others. Burgess notes a division between those
who use statistics and those who use the case study. W.I.
Thomas divides the approaches to child study, which is an
aspect of family study, into five methods: the psychometric,
personality testing, the psychiatric, the psychological-

imorphological, and the sociological.
Reuter and Runner have a very wide basis for their 

classification of family studies.**’ They see six general

'The Child in America, 1928 
xThe Family, 1931, pp. 44-72
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divisions: the biological, the historical, the impression
istic, the socio-political, the scientific, and the socio
logical.

Odum and Jocher3 would classify research under the 
headings of types of approach, types of method, and types 
of procedure.

Classification as to_ sub.ject matter:
Mowrer believes that family research may be divided 

into two divisions, the study of family?organization and 
the study of family disorganization. His textbook on the 
family puts this division into practice. He has also pro
vided another classification in this book, subdividing 
approaches under the historical, the anthropological and 
the sociological. In an article in The Family, he further 
subdivides studies in domestic discord into studies in

5divorce and studies in desertion.
Goodsell* classifies under the following headings and 

subheadings: Organization (a) family form or paatern, (b)

3An Introduction to Social Research, 1929
*The Family, p. 6^"The Study of Family Disorganization," 8: 83-7 
fcWillystine Goodsell in The Fields and Methods of 

Sociology, L.L. Bernard, editor
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housing, (c) family substitutes, (d) birth rate, (e) role 
of economic security; Disorganization (f) discord and 
disintegration, (g) as a unit of interacting personalities.

Park and Burgess1 have suggested the following divi
sion: (1) studies of location in space and time, (2) trad
itions and ceremonials, (3) economic aspects, (4) organ
ization and control, and (5) behaviour.

9Carle C. Zimmerman suggests a classification: studies
of family living, studies of family evolution, studies of
family function, studies of the companionate, and studies
of the social work aspects of the family.

Lichtenberger^ sees a division into the reactionary,
the conservative and the radical. Mowrer has also noted 

10this division. Waller, in his textbook on the family,
sees this aspect of reform as comprising two viewpoints,
that which seeks adjustment within the mores, and that
which seeks a change of the mores.

Bertrand Russell, while he does not go so far as
•/to state a classification, at least implies one:

There are at the present day two influential schools 
of thought, one of which derives everything from an

7An Introduction to the Science of Sociology, 1921, 
Chapter on the family. '

8 and Frampton The Family and Society, 1935
* Divorce, A Study in Social Interpretation, 1931, 

pp. 419-59
i00d . cit. , p. 31
11 Marriage and Morals, 1929, p. 9
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economic source, while the other derives everything 
from a family or sexual source, the former school 
that of Marx, the latter that of Freud.

While some of the above classifications are success
ful in completely delimiting the field of family study, 
none of them is adequate, in the sense that none is 
successful in isolating and presenting the different 
factors which underlie the various approaches. This study 
will do no more than suggest a division which seems best 
suited for the practical purpose of analysis.

The first factors to be discussed will be the 
general methods and particular techniques of gathering, 
analyzing and presenting the data. No method or technique 
is foolproof. Its scientific use depends upon a rather 
rigid circumspection. Some of the logical merits and es
tablished uses of the various methods and techniques will 
be discussed in detail. Following this will be a chapter 
reviewing the several approaches to the field of family 
study such as the anthropological, the biological, the so
ciological, and the historical. The effects of certain 
normative evaluations on family research will be taken up 
in a separate chapter. A comparison of French and American 
studies of the family will then be made, followed by a 
consideration of the trends in family research.
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CHAPTER VIII

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
USED IN THE STUDY OF THE FAMILY

Just what are the differences between the various 
methods and techniques: the statistical, the case-study, 
the historical, and the ecological; the life-history, the 
questionnaire, the interview, the survey, and therapy? 
Certainly, in the recent past, the controversy between the 
"statistical method" and the "case-study method" has seemed 
to dwarf the importance of all the others. But, after all, 
statistics is nothing more than a method of analysis which 
may be applied to facts gained through interviews, experi
ments, surveys or case-studies. The question, then, seems 
to be whether or not and under what conditions social facts 
gathered through these other agencies may be adequately 
presented statistically. Properly considered, the technique 
of quantitative analysis can only be discussed in relation 
to the technique of gathering the data. Yet since the 
subject has been so highly controversial and since it pro
vides the most intriguing entrance to the subject, the 
statistical method will be considered first.

I. Statistics

As F.A. Ross points out,' at present there are three
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schools in regard to the application of statistics to soci
ology • One holds that we have passed through the philo
sophic stage and that studies should be exclusively quan
titative now. Another believes that the essential social 
facts cannot be stated quantitatively. Then there are the 
middle-grounders who recognize statistics as a useful tech
nique with certain limitations. ,

The case for statistics has been brilliantly proclaim
ed by Giddings. He believes that statistics has become and
will continue to be the "chiefly important method of sociolo

T,gy," and that it will bring societal knowledge up to the 
standard of precision in any natural science. One of the 
leading sociological statisticians of the country, Professor 
Ogburn, further expounds the case for statistics:

Statistics, despite its excellent scientific ranking 
as a method, has had so far only limited use in sociolo
gy. Sociology has relied in the past on various other 
methods. Nearly all, however, may be said to point to
ward statistics as an ideal.

There are, of course, criticisms of the use of stat
istics in sociology. These criticisms are usually of a 
rather trivial nature and are frequently made by indivi
duals who are quite ignorant of statistical methods.
Very few persons question the fundamental position of 
statistics in the theory of knowledge, and few doubt 
its high scientific validity.

Certainly statisticians are engaged in adding exact 
knowledge to the existing stock...

2"Concepts and Methods of Sociology," Am. Jl. Soc., 
Volume 10: 161-76

3 Ogburn and Goldenweiser The Social Sciences and Their 
Interrelations, 1927, pp. 380, 388, 391
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In these few statements, Ogburn takes a rather dog
matic stand on this "fundamental position of statistics in 
the theory of knowledge." In many other statements, he is 
not quite so outspoken. The "trivial" criticisms of statis
tics are not as trivial as they might seem, and while it is 
true that they are principally concerned with the faults of 
the data rather than in the application of the statistical 
technique, there is at least one leading sociologist who

4-questions the validity of the technique.
Professor Ellwood has a rather high regard for stat

istics, yet he also notices certain failings: "While we need 
better statistical measurement of social movements, we need
mor philosophical and historical insight in interpreting 

rthem."
Sidney and Beatrice Webb believe that the basic de

fect in the application of statistics to social institutions 
is the impossibility of arriving at water-tight definitions 
of classes or units; the definitions are not uniformly un
derstood by the fact gatherers, forgotten by those who re-

4produce them, and misunderstood by the readers.

Znaniecki points out that even with the use of par
tial correlation, not more than three or four factors can 
be studied togehher.

^Methods in Sociology, 1933, p. 113 
^Methods of Social Study,1932. p. 205
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Lundberg says that "we cannot ar present study stat
istically certain phases of social behaviour because we lack 
instruments of objective observation, including lack of 
standardized units and terminology."

Park notes that the difficulty is that the technique 
is applied to social phenomena as if the social sciences did 
not exist, and that the result is a mere compendium of

%common sense facts. Mowrer and Nimkoff are of approximate
ly the same opinion. Thus it seems that one main difficulty 
in the application of statistics to sociology lies in the in
definiteness of sociological concepts. Professor Charles 
Lalo suggest the same deficiency.

The result of the present state of affairs in regard 
to family research has been admirably summarized by Mowrer:

For some time to come it is likely that the methods 
of case-study, particularly case-analysis, will be most 
profitably used in family research. In time, however, 
statistical methods will undoubtedly play a more impor
tant role in analysis, providing as they do a higher de
gree of abstraction. In this complementary role, statis
tical methods will provide necessary techniques for cor
relating the results of case-study with the number sys
tem. Accordingly, units growing out of case-study will 
take the place of those of common sense which have pre
viously made a farce of the accuracies of statistical 
analysis.10

7Social Research, 1929, p. 169
*in̂ G-ee Research in the Social Sciences, 1929
Êlements de >sociologie, 1930, p. 260: "II est visible 

que la statist ique ne fait connaitre que le coriroortement 
[italics in the original} des individus, cT est-^-dire / 
leurs actes apparents et exterieures; il rest#a interpre
ter ces resultats par une observation psychologique du 
contenu reel de la conscience de cha'que individu. Les
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This abstraction carried out by relating a class to 
the number system so that each member possesses the property 
in question in additive units logically follows classifica
tion and the development of concepts. Thus cfiarr, sociolo
gists have been content to use the concepts of common sense, 
and much of what passes for sociology is just glorified 
common-sense unit relationship, even when quantitative.

In respect to measurement, Parsons adds a new view
point:

I do not wish to depreciate the value of measurement 
wherever it Is possible, but I do wish to point out two 
things: First, the importance of facts is relative to the 
way in which they can be fitted into analytical schemes; 
measurements are fundamental to physics, because many of 
its variables are such that the only facts which make 
sense as their values are numerical data. But numerical 
data are far less scientifically important until they can 
be so fitted into analytical categories. I venture to 
say this Is true of the vast majority of such data in the 
social fields.

... measurement as such is not logically essential to 
science, however desirable. Measurement is a special 
case of a broader category, classification. It is logi
cally essential that the values of a variable should be 
reducible to a determinate classification. But the 
classification they admit of may be far more complex 
than the single order of magnitude which measurement 
requires."

statistiques bien interroges suggerent souvent ces^in- 
terpretations, mais ne les donnent pas par elles-memes."
10The Family, p. 306
"Talcott Parsons "The Role of Theory in Social Re

search,” Am. Soc. Rev., 3: 13-20
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As Cliaddock also notes, the piling up of quantitative 
cases is not necessarily conclusive, and the estimating of 
the mathematical error and precise forms of equations and 
coefficients merely gives a false impression of accuracy.

The statistical method is only one way of attacking 
problems. Best results are usually obtained when it is 
used in conjunction with other methods. Statistical in
ference and prediction depend for validity upon a suffi
ciently wide basis of experience. There is a grave dan
ger that progress in statistical technique of analysis 
and description will outstrip the perfecting of methods 
for obtaining more complete and reliable original data.'3

W.I. Thomas has provided an admirable summary of the 
place of statistics in sociology at present, and furnishes 
an introduction to the case-study method.

We are of the opinion that verification, through 
statistics, is an important process in most of the 
fields of the study of human behaviour. Relationships 
can be indicated, various processes may be evaluated, 
if the data are in a form where statistical methods may 
legitimately be applied, and if the interrelations keep 
within the limitation of the assumptions on which the 
methods were based. Probably the greatest distrust of 
statistics has come through the unwise manipulation of 
data that are often made, through the expression in 
terms of great precision of results obtained when com
plicated formulae are applied to very inexact data, and 
through the totally erroeneous assumption on the part of 
many statisticians that the statistical results tell all 
that can be told about the subject.

What is needed is continual and detailed study of 
case-histories and life-histories of young delinquents 
along with the available statistical studies, to be used 
as a basis for the inferences drawn. And these inferences 
in turn must be continually subjected to further statis
tical analysis as it becomes possible to transmute more 
factors into quantitative form. Statistics becomes, 
then, the continuous process of verification. As it be-

,zRobert S. Chaddock in Gee Op. cit., p. 126 
'’ibid. , p. 147
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cones^possible to transmute more and more data into 
quantitative form and apply statistical methods, our 
inferences will become more probable and will have a 
sounder basis. But the statistical results must always 
be interpreted in the configuration of the as-yet un
measured factors and the hypotheses emerging from the 
study of cases must, whenever possible, be verified 
statistically.

II. The Case-Study Method

The method of case-study, then, cannot be sharply 
differentiated from that of the statistical except in regard 
to the emphasis it may place on conclusions drawn from an in
tensive analysis of a few cases rather than a statistical 
study of a few factors amenable to this treatment. Thus 
the interview and the questionnaire, while they are both 
tools of individual case studies, may also be turned into 
statistical techniques. In actual practice, however, the 
questionnaire has been developed to provide data which will 
be directly and easily amenable to statistical treatment, 
while the interview has been subjected principally to case- 
study treatment. This desire for simple answers immediately 
ready for quantitative treatment has hindered the develop
ment of the questionnaire as a sociological technique. It 
is the simplest and most expensive way of getting quantita
tive results. Interest in the validity has, however, never

lfThe Child in America, 1927, pp. 570-1
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been considered as much as this aspect of practicality. 
Znaniecki points out, on the other hand, that in the ques
tionnaire, there is no such disturbing factor as the pres-

i Sence of the interviewer.
The application of social work to an experimental

situation, as is found in therapy, is also a type of case
treatment, although its assumptions tend to place it more
in that division of technique called experiment. The life-
history technique is a case-study aid par- excellence.

The reliability of an interview may in general be
judged by (a) the type of interview situation in which the
data is obtained, (b) the internal consistency of the data,

t band (c) objective tests of crucial points.
Another great source of case-study material is found 

in the files of social agencies. The exact value of this 
material is doubtful. Mary Richmond says that these case 
records have no value as data unless those who made them 
were given an opportunity to do original thinking and were 
capable of it.*7 Virginia P. Robinson further doubts the 
value of these case studies in social work, since the factor 
of economic maladjustment plays too great a part. Records 
of family life are needed from fairly well-adjusted indivi-

j ̂duals were there is not too strong a treatment situation.

'̂ The Method of Sociology, p. 190 
/bBurgess in Bernard 0̂ . cit.,
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Stouffer and Lazarsfield in their book, Research 
Memorandum on the Family in the Depression, have a very 
complete and admirable discussion of some of the logical 
and practical exigencies of the case-study method.10 They 
are of the opinion that "rigorous [italics in the original) 
treatment of case history materials implies dependence on 
statistics..."1

The life-historv technique:
Thomas and Znaniecki, with their epoch-making "Metho

dological Note" in the first volume of the Polish Peasant,0,1

17 ibid. , quoting Richmond Proc . Nat. Con. Soc . Wk.,
1918, p. 693 ....

■*"Case Studies of the Family for Research Purposes,"
The Family, 6: 298-300

^Loc. cit., pp. 195-6 
*°0t). clt., pp. 187-201
"Op. cit., pp. 5-8: "The study of human personalities, 

both as factors and as products of social evolution, serves 
first of all the same purpose as the study of any other so
cial data-- the determination of social lav/s. A personality 
is always a constitutive element of some social group; the 
values with which it has to deal are, were and will be com
mon to many personalities, some of them common to all man
kind, and the attitudes which it exhibits are also shared by 
many other individuals. And even if the values as viewed by 
a given individual and the attitudes assumed by this indivi
dual present peculiarities distinguishing them to some extent 
from values given to and attitudes assumed by all other indi
viduals, v/e can ignore these peculiarities for the purposes 
of scientific generalisation, just as the natural scientist 
ignores the peculiarities which make each physical thing 
or happening in a sense unique.. In analyzing the experiences 
and attitudes of an individual we always reach data and ele
mentary facts which are not exclusively limited to this in
dividual’s personality but can be treated as mere instances 
of more or less general classes of data or facts, and can
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were the first to enunciate the sociological values of the 
life history. Its scientific value and practical limita
tions are equally recognized by them Park remarks that it

thus be used for the determination of laws of sociological 
becoming. Whether we draw our materials for sociological 
analysis from detailed life-records of concrete individuals 
or from the observation of mass phenomena, the problems of 
sociological analysis are the same. But even when we are 
searching for abstract lav/s life-records of concrete person
alities have a marked superiority over any other kind̂  of 
materials. We are safe in saying that personal life-records, 
as complete as possible, constitute the perfect type of so
ciological material, and that if social science has to use 
other materials at all it is only because of the parctical 
difficulty of obtaining at the moment a sufficient number of 
such records to cover the totality of sociological problems, 
and the enormous amount of work demanded for an adequate 
analysis of all the personal materials necessary to charac
terize the life of a social group. If we are forced to use 
mass-phenomena as material, or any kind of happenings taken 
without regard to the life-histories of the individuals who 
particiapte in them, it is a defect, not an advatage, of our 
present sociological method.

Indeed it is clear that even for the characterization 
of single social data-- attitudes and values—  personal life- 
records give us the most exact approach. An attitude is man
ifested in an isolated act is always subject to misinter
pretation, but this danger diminishes in the very measure of 
our ability to connect this act with the past acts of the 
same individual. A social institution can be fully under
stood only If we do not limit ourselves to the abstract study 
of its formal organization, but analyze the way In which it 
appears in the personal experiences of various members of 
the group and follow the influence which it has upon their 
lives. And the superiority of life-records over every other 
kind of material for the purposes of sociological analysis 
appears with particular force when we pass from the charac
terization of single data to the determination of facts, for 
there Is no safer and more efficient way of finding among the 
innumerable antecedents of a social happenning the real 
causes of this happenning than to analyze the past of the 
individuals ’through whose agency this happenning occurred.
The development of sociological Investigation during the 
past fifteen or twenty years, particularly the growing
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is through life histories that certain aspects are illumi
nated which we can know only indirectly through the use of

l i st at istics .
The place of the life history is also recognized by 

Burgess:x3
The 1ife-history method is in its infancy. Attempts

"emphasis, which under the pressure of practical needs, is 
being put upon special and actual empirical problems as op
posed to the general speculations of the preceding period-, 
leads to the growing realization that we must collect more 
complete sociological documents than we possess. And the 
more complete a sociological document becomes, the more it 
approaches a full personal life-record. The ultimate aim of 
social science, like that of every other science, is to re
concile the highest possible exactness and generality in its 
theoretic conclusions with the greatest possible concrete
ness of the object-matter upon which these conclusions bear. 
Or, in other words, to use as few general lav/s as possible 
for the explanation of as much concrete social life as pos
sible. And since concrete social life is concrete only ?;hen 
taken together with the individual life which underlies 
social happennings, since the personal element is a consti
tutive factor of every social occurrence, social science 
cannot remain on the surface of social becoming, where cer
tain schools wish to have it float, but must reach the ac
tual human experiences and attitudes which constitute the 
full, live, and active social reality beneath the formal or
ganization of social institutions, or behind the statisti
cally tabulated mass-phenomena which taken in themselves are 
nothing but symptoms of unknown causal processes and can 
serve only as provisional ground for sociological hypothesis."

^article in Gee Research in the Social Sciences,
1929 " 't3in Reuter and Runner The Family, 1931, p. 150
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doubtless will be made to standardize the technique of 
securing and interpreting them. It is to be hoped, how
ever, that this method will not become so formalized and 
the interpretation of cases so abstract that the unique 
value of the personal document will be lost. For in the 
life-history is revealed, as in no other way, the inner 
life of the person, his moral struggles, his successes, 
and failures in securing control of his destiny in a 
world too often at variance with his hopes and ideals.

Dollard has made the most successful attempt to 
standardize the life-history technique. He defines the life- 
history method as the attempt to define the growth of a per
son in a cultural milieu and to make theoretical sense of 
it, with some systematic viewpoint. He sets up seven 
criteria for the life-history:

I. The subject must be viewed as a specimen in a 
cultural series.
II. The organic motors of action ascribed must be 

socially relevant.
III. The peculiar role of the family group in transmit

ting the culture must be recognized.
IY. The specific method of elaboration of organic 

materials into social behaviour must be shown.
V. The continuous related character of experience 

from childhood through adulthood must be stressed.
VI. The ’social situation’ must be carefully and con

tinuously specified as a factor.
VII. The life-history material itself must be organized 
and conceptualized.14

La methode monographique: la Nomenclature:
Starting from Le Play’s hypothesis that the Place, or 

the geographic spot, was the principal determinant of all

z4Criteria for the Life-History, 1935, p. 8
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social development, this method ends up with being a glor
ified case-study. Every aspect of social life is inquired 
into, but all in relation to the family. The family is 
taken as the unit of society. The technique for gathering 
data as instigated by Le Play, consisted in personal family 
case-studies pursued with incredible minuteness. Social 
work has in Le Play its spiritual father. Burgess and 
Pauline Young credit him with introducing the case-study

xfamethod to social science. A recent disciple describes the 
method:

Une seule voie nous est ouverte pour lfetude socio- 
logique, la voie de l'enquete personelle et orale, par 
interrogations et conversations verbales, interrogations 
et conversations paursuivies avec finesse, tact et per
severance, jusqu Ta ce que, par les reponses obtenues, 
nous soyons en 6tat de penetrer en cette intimity psy- 
chique qui est, nous le savons, la source meme de la vie 
sociale toute entirre.

Aucune recette ne peut remplacer la parole, avec 
son accompagnement naturel du geste, du regard, du ton, 
et des mille petits riens, auxquels sans doute on n*a f 
donne ce nom parce que justement ils valent beaucoup.a

BureauTs list of questions or topics to be investi
gated in each family differs slightly from that of Le Play. 
The influence of Durkheim seems to be evident, however. Yet 
the interrelatedness of Place, Work and Family is still dom
inant. If the emphasis had not been so much on the family 
case-study, a great many divisions of the Nomenclature might 
have resembled certain parts of the LyndsT Middletown.

z5 Paul Bureau Introduction a la m6thode sociolof?ique 
1926, pp. 160-1

zfePauline V. Young Scientific Social Surveys and He-
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The Nomenclature will be discussed in more detail in the 
chapter on the study of the family in France.

Literary evidence:
The uses to which literary works may be put have been 

well-remarked by Znaniecki:
Literary evidence can be utilized only as auxiliary 

evidence, but in this character it may indeed be useful. 
The scientist has no right to accept the artiste1 s pre
sentation as an inductive basis for any generalization 
in the same way as cases observed by himself or by 
another scientist, but he may use the presentation as a 
help in his own induction. The fact is that in the 
social field the artsst, particularly the dramatist and 
the novelist, has often played the paDCt of a pioneer who 
opens up new domains for observation. 'x7

Modern literature has certainly provided some of the 
keenest observations of family life. While the material is 
not verified or organized for scientific use, by judicious 
consideration along the lines Frofessor Znaniecki has sugges
ted, a fertile source of hypotheses will be found.

III. 'The Historical Method

This method is generally not concerned with the deter
mination of the accuracy of any single fact, but rather to 
determine social processes. All social institutions grow 
out of the past as well as being modified by other current 
institutions. Elnett has made a rather novel contribution 
to historical techniques. After analyzing the historical

search, 1939, p. 227; citing Burgess "Statistics and Case 
Studies as Methods of Sociological Research," Sociology
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background of family life in Russia, she includes a lengthy 
chapter on Russian proverbs. She says:

All real popular proverbs are distinguished by a 
vivid phraseology and a direct view of things which are 
inherent to primitive people. In this form, they consti
tute a necessity in the life of a'people, arouse general 
sympathy and approval and become popular. The newer the 
proverbs, the less characteristic they are of the entire 
people. Modern proverbs are rather stiff anachronisms, 
because the people as a whole have outlived the period 
of rro verbs.*8

While the scientific method may be used in order to 
determine the validity of a single fact, history when it 
pretends to be more than an artistic presentation of facts 
must interpret them according to some viewpoint or hypothesis. 
The Marxian dialectic is an attempt at truly scientific hist
ory; the attempt to test the hypothesis that economic fac
tors are the basis of all historical change. Of course, 
when scientific interests are forsaken in the desire to 
prove the validity of Communism, fallacies accumulate.

Evolution bears the earmarks of a scientific hypoth
esis. It could be proved or disproved by the accumulation 
of evidence. However, in as much as there seems to have 
been a conscious ethnocentric desire to prove evolution, the 
result has been the development of the comparative method,

and Social Research, 12: 14
" 17 PH* cit. , p. 196 _z*l:lrs. Elaine Elnett Historic Origin and Social Devel

opment of Family Life in Russia, 1926, p. 135
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one of the more flagrant examples of the fallacies of 
enumerative induction.. Goldenweiser and Durkheim have both 
noted these obvious fallacies. As a scientific hypothesis, 
evolution, when scientifically examined, has served the very 
useful purpose of demonstrating that there has been no such 
thing, that is to say evolution conceived as a succession 
of stages.

IV. The Ecological Method

The ecological method is a comparatively new and yet 
a rapidly developing method in sociology. It is essentially 
a sociological method, but one which recognizes that social 
forms have a spacial distribution. The University of Chi
cago has devoted much emphasis to this method and studies 
of the family utilizing this approach seem to have been 
limited to students of this school.

E.R. Mowrer has made a number of studies In which he 
attempts to correlate different aspects of the family with 
spatial areas and to determine the principles of these rela
tionships. Kis main interest seems to have been in the 
relationship of divorce to areas of mobility.

E. Franklin Frazier in his study, The Negro Family 
in Chicago, has also examined the spacial distribution of 
social forms relative to his problem.
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V. The Experimental Technique

In sociology, rigidly-controlled experiments are not 
commonly set up for scientific purposes. Experimental situ
ations, however, are ofetn brought about. That is, one fac
tor is radically changed, while the others remain relatively 
constant. But the scientific usefulness of the questioned 
phenomena is always incidental. A new marriage or divorce 
lav/, for example, provides a rough type of experimental 
situation. Social experiments, such as the polygamous 
Mormon family and the Oneida community type of group mar
riage, also create experimental situations. Such "experi
ments" as these, however, have provided practically no 
scientific information. Havelock Ellis does mention the 
prevalence of coitus retractus in the Oneida community in 
his Studies of the Psychology of Sex, but his limited 
theoretical treatment of this experiment in marriage form 
is symbolic of our lack of material.

Therapy:
Harriet Mowrer, working as the Domestic Discord Con

sultant at the Jewish Social Service Bureau at Chicago, has 
elaborated therapy into a scientific technique:

In the situation of therapy, it is possible for the 
scientist to take his theories and reformulate them into 
procedures of control. If this control is successful, 
this fact itself confirms the validity of the theory.
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Otherwise there can be only conjecture and faith.*3
This approach seems to be the nearest available 

approximation to experimental control. In order to get the 
facts on which to base the treatment, Mrs. Mowrer has de
veloped the interview to a very fine point. This particular 
aspect will be discussed in a later chapter.

VI. The Survey

The classic surveys of contemporary sociology are, 
of course, Middletown, and Middletown in Transition. As 
Clark Wissler sees them, they represent "a pioneer attempt 
to deal with a sample American community after the manner 
of social anthropology."30 "The aim of the field investiga
tion recorded... was to study synchronously the interwoven

31trends that are the life of a small American city." Inter
views, questionnaires, documents, newspapers, statistical 
compilations, etcetera, were all used.

Another very interesting survey, perhaps more important 
from the standpoint of the study of the family, is Kulp's 
Country Life in South China. This is a similar survey of a 
society, but a society which is dominated by familism.

Personality Adjustment and Domestic Discord, p. 3
30Middletown, 1929, p. vi
31 Ibid. , p. 3
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Margaret Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa would 
probably not be classified as a survey, but it seems to have 
as many things in common with a survey as with anything else. 
First of all, it was made by an outside observer, who upon 
eneering the group which she intended to study, was forced 
to examine all the aspects of that society, besides the par
ticular problem she wished to stress. The survey was of one 
small locality with six hundred people; her particular prob
lem was sisty-eight girls aged from nine to twenty years.
She used no interpreter, as Kulp did because he possessed a 
trained sociologist who happenned to be a member of that 
village, and she made no interviews. The material was not 
handled statistically, although she did make use of a very 
rough control group, for the purpose of observation, fur
nished by the pastor’s boarding school for girls.

VII. Summary

Briefly, it is essential to take a purely eclectic 
view in regard to methodology in sociology and in family 
study. As Znaniecki says, "a methodologically perfect socio
logical study would utilize all varieties of sources.”
Any method which will achieve valid results should be wel
comed, rather than an insistence upon an exclusive technique.

32Op . cit., p. 209
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CHAPTER IX 

APPROACHES TO FAMILY RESEARCH

The study of the family as a social institution has 
never received as much attention as many other aspects of 
family life. The social aspects of family life have vari
ous counterparts, such as the biologic aspects and the eco
nomic aspects. Due to the entrenched prestige of the older 
disciplines, even sociology has been unable to study empiri
cally the social aspects apart from other considerations, 
except for comparatively recent developments such as that 
instigated by Burgess where the family is studied as a 
"unity of interacting personalities." However, it is im
portant to review the various contributions of these dif
ferent approaches.

I. The Biological Approach

Reputable biologists have avoided the study of the 
social aspects of family life. Many of the less reputable 
however, have not hesitated to rush in. The result is that 
some of the most worthless books in scientific literature 
are found in this particular division.

Biological "needs" cannot be studied by biological 
methods alone, when it comes to human society, because they 
never represent a biological need as such, but rather a
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social need. They are transformed into wishes and desires 
which can only be interpreted as social values. Bertrand 
Russell remarks:

The only act in this whole realm which can be called 
instinctive in the strict psychological sesne is the act 
of sucking in infancy. I do not know how it may be with 
savages, but civilized people have to learn hovj to per
form the sexual act. It is not uncommon for doctors to 
be asked by married couples of some years’ standing 
for advice as to how to get children, and to find on ex
amination that the couples have not known how to perform 
intercourse.1

The biological approach becomes transformed almost 
without exception into a normative approach. Biology in 
social science represents ethnocentrism glorified. Contem
porary social values often become, according to this way of 
thinking, permanent biological necessities.

Since social success is prima facie evidence, to 
these pseudo-biologists, of biological success, biological 
ability is then assumed to be the cause of social ability. 
This fundamental logical fallacy of assuming what one sets 
out to prove is characteristic of most biological studies 
of the family. Therefore, the corollary, that those who 
socially unsuccessful are unfitted biologically, is also 
easy for the uncritical to assume.

The eugenics movement can therefore be classed as a 
conservative movement, in spite of the fact that it seeks a

1 Marriage and Morals, 1929, p. 19
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radical abridgement of the hitherto assumed principle of the 
individual’s right to propagate, since it accepts present 
social values as Immutable and seeks to secure their con
servation by the sterilization of non-conforming individuals.

In eugenic studies, the family must necessarily be 
taken as the reproductive unit. Dugdale’s study of the 
Jukes* is the classic example of this method. He traces an 
inheritance pyramid beginning with Ada’s illegitimate child 
Alexander as the base. The hypothetical question would seem 
to be whether or not Alexander was bad because he had bad 
blood or for some wholly different reason. Dugdale commits 
the customary fundamental error of assuming what he sets out 
to prove, namely that Alexander was bad because he had bad 
blood. The same data might have been used to prove any 
other such assumed hypothesis. Moreover, other fallacies 
prove to be especially damaging to the biological hypothesis. 
The sample was both small and bad. There was a possibility 
of some 50,000 ancestors, yet only 1,300 were traced. A 
reverse pyramid might have given extremely confusing results 
as to just whose blood one was tracing. The study also 
showed a profound ignorance of the facts of life, in as much 
as in every marriage, fifty percent of the chromosomes must 
come from other strains.

XR.I. Dugda.le The Jukes, 1914
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Dugdale's attempt to study family constellation shows 
an equal ignorance of biological theory. His statistics 
showed a strong tendency for the first child to be honest, 
the criminal coming next, while the last child was generally 
a pauper. Now the Mendelian laws of inheritance postulate 
that there are dominant and recessive characteristics and 
definite ratios in which they may be expected to appear.
Of course these ratios appear only in adequate samples and 
have absolutely no relation to birth order. Besides, how 
can a chromosome tell which child will be the last, in order 
to endow it with a particular recessive characteristic? Or 
for that matter, any child? As my old Professor Adolph 
Tomars used to say, "The only things these studies prove is 
that the men who made them were damn fools... and also that 
anything that is fallacious will become popular!"

At the present time, Paul Popenoe is the most proli
fic exploiter of the biological fallacy. His method of 
reasoning is that man is an animal, mating and reproduction 
are animal functions, therefore biology must have the first 
and last word regarding marriage and the family. His books 
and writings take "man as it finds him, and tries to make 
clear how he can fit himself into the American civilization 
of the twentieth century in such a way as to provide for his 
own greatest satisfaction and the progressive evolution of
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the race." In his opinion, "the importance of heredity 
and eugenics is coming to be recognized as rarely before, 
and great progress is to be expected in this direction."*

Biological facts are seen as the basis of everything. 
He goes even further in a typical book, Modern Marriage: A 
Handbook, where he cites fourteen reasons why early mar
riages are desirable. The social and medical reasons he 
gives are extremely doubtful where they are not obviously 
false. Yet it is in tune with his assumption that the only 
important things in life are biological facts. Therefore, 
one may suppose, the more there are of them, the better. 
Popenoe would make a fetish of being, as James Branch Cabell 
puts it in Straws and Prayerbooks, content to be a mere 
transmitter of semen in life’s inexplicable purpose. Phys
icians believe that procreation is performed best by women 
between the ages of twenty and forty; still with good care, 
as Ruth Reed remarks, the modern girl could probably pro
duce continuously between the ages of fifteen and forty-five 
if conditions warranted this frenzied procreation.

E.R. Groves is an equally prolific member of this 
biological school. However, it seems that in his two latest

3 Modern Marriage, 1926, p. vi
*The Conservation of the Family, 1926, p. 252
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books, The American Family, and the American Woman, he tones 
down his biological bias. His earlier works can be classed 
with Popenoe’s; the last two are content to state the prime 
importance of biological facts, and then to neglect them.
The one exception is in regard to eugenics. Here is a 
typical thought:

The leaders of eugenics advocate the spreading of 
information so that many victims of bad heredity will 
voluntari3.y abstain from parenthood.5'
An example of the fact that a scientist can fall 

directly from one fallacy into another is furnished by the 
work of the eminent geographer, Ellsworth Huntington, who 
says in his book, The Builders of America:

One of the authors is primarily a student of environ
ment. He believes, for example, that the distribution 
of civilization over the earth’s surface, both now and 
in the past, depends upon climate and other geographic 
conditions even more than race or any other factor. 
Nevertheless, the work of biologists during the last 
quarter of a century has convinced him of the supreme 
importance of heredity in producing mental diversity, 
not only among individuals, but among the different 
groups of people who may or may not be diverse in race. 
Such differences, it appears, may for a time completely 
obcure the differences arising from purely environmental 
causes.

Furthermore, Huntington believes that when feeble
minded parents produce a normal child it is undoubtedly due

5The American Family, p. 564
4 Co-author with Leon F. Whitney, 1927, p. 55
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to illegitimacy. He believes Lincoln was a mutation.
Like most others with his beliefs, he feels great concern 
over differential fertility. Succussful people, that is 
to say, those with good heredity, are the true "Builders." 
The true respansability of every true Builder is "the sacred 
trust of handing forward to posterity the heritage which has 
been placed in his care."T

Lorimer and Osborn also express grave fears over the
*consequences of differential fertility. Forsaking their 

scientific study of population dynamics, they make entirely 
unwarranted prognostications on the future of America. On 
the basis of three studies which consisted in giving inpl - 
ligence tests to children with wide parental backgrounds, 
they observed that intelligence and small families were 
closely associated. Therefore they conluded that intelli
gence was inherited in the genes, and small families were 
the result of conscious desire. Therefore they concluded 
that this situation was bad.

The non-normative viewpoint of differential fertili
ty is well-expressed by Warren S. Thompson:

Any given stage of civilization or any special group 
may put a premium on personal qualities which are highly 
prejudicial to the welfare of the great body of the

7 Ibid, p. 55
2 Dynamics of Population, 1934, pp. 343-7
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people. If these personal qualities are such that they 
lead to the dying out of a large part of the classes 
who are in control of society at a given tine, this pro
cess may be all to the good from the standpoint of mass welfare.*

It seems to me that the upper classes feel unconscious
ly that, perhaps, our present social order is not worth 
preserving, and, not knowing how or being unwilling to 
alter it radically so that there will be a place in it 
for family and children, they supinely await extinction.'0

As Bertrand Russell remarks, the supposition that
virtue is proportional to income, and that the inheritance
of poverty is a biological and not a legal phenomenon,
would imply that if we could induce the rich to breed in

nstead of the poor, everybody would be rich. Such rash 
sterilization laws as that of Idaho "would have justified 
the sterilization of Socrates, Plato, Julius Caesar, and 
St. Paul." ,x Russell is of the opinion that in order to 
insure sex purity, all men should be castrated with the ex
ception of ministers of religion. He adds the amusing foot
note, "Since reading Elmer Gantry I have begun to feel that 
even this exception is perhaps not quite wise."

*Social Forces, September, 1928, quoted in Elmer 
Family Adjustment and Social Change, pp. 126-7

,0quoted in Reuter and Runner headings.. p. o75 
"Russell 0£. cit., p. 202 
,lIbid, p. 204 
,JIbid, pp. 74-5
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The biological viewpoint is based upon the assump
tion that progress is the result of accidental hereditary 
improvement. It proposes the abandonment of individual 
wishes in marriage relations in favor of producing a "sound 
stock.n

Biological studies, since they provide this appar
ently scientific justification of existing social values, 
are concentrated in what might be called the normative 
approach. They are not valuable in studying the family as 
a living institution, although the studies themselves may 
be used in a survey of specific attitudes toward specific 
values.

Growth of population studies may be considered legi
timate biological research. Lorimer and Osborn’s Dynamics 
of Population, and Robert R. Kuczynski’s The Measurement of 
Population Growth are outstanding in this field. However, 
such studies must be strictly restricted to a factual pre
sentation of data and rates of such population factors as 
fertility and mortality. Kuczynski does this commendably. 
Normative evaluations cannot be substantiated. Lorimer and 
Osborn fall deeply into this error. Their conclusions on 
population trends are heavily weighted with personal opinion, 
which in turn smacks of the biological approach condemned 
above

'*E. Mowrer The Family, p. 10
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II. The Anthropological Approach

The anthropological study of the family, while it has 
provided a multitude of facts, has not been conspicuously 
productive of sociological theory. It began in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, and seems to have been con
sistently hampered by a rather limited conceptual field. 
Interest was centered in the search for "social origins." 
There was no attempt to see primitive life as a whole, or 
to dissociate it from the supposed evolutionary scheme. 
Perhaps this has been due to the influence of the biologi
cal law of evolution. Anthropological facts were at first 
merely marshalled in support of this theory on the assump
tion that since it had been proved in biology, there was no 
need to prove it again in sociology, but merely to illus
trate it.

However, anthropological studies have had two revo
lutionary effects on the field of family study:

(1) It developed an unemotional attitude toward 
family customs and practices which could be turned back 
upon the modern family with penetrating results, and

(2) it led to speculation about the origin of the 
family and its evolution and therefore to the conception 
of the family and its relations as a human affair rather 
than a divine arrangement.

Some of the most interesting and conflicting theories 
in the field of the family have had to do with the origins

'̂ Ibid, p. 30
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and the development of the family form. It was originally 
supposed that the earliest marriage form was a stage of uni
versal promiscuity. As Letourneau put it:

T̂he method of evolution requires us to begin our in
quiry with the lowest form of sexual association, and 
there is none lower, morally and intellectually, than promiscuity. *b
Yet Letourneau, after examining the facts, was unable 

to say that there had ever been any such state. He concluded 
that man, by reason of his superior intelligence, is less 
rigorously subject to general laws.

Westemarck’s classic, The History of Human Marriage. 
effectively attacked the promiscuity theory. In its stead 
he suggested the practically universal prevalence of mono
gamy, marshalled facts, and developed Darwin's biological 
argument that jealousy would tend to limit the marriage 
form to monogamy.

BriffaultTs recent book, The Mothers, is a modern re
vival of the early search for origins, and attempts a rather 
caustic refutation of many of the theories proposed by Wes- 
termarck. Briffault would substitute a theory of the mater
nal origin of marriage and the family for that which sup
poses biological nature to favor universal monogamy. In 
this respect, it is a direct outgrowth of Bachofenfs Das

lbThe Evolution of Marriage, 1897, p. 37
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Mutterecht, 1861, which held that kinship traced in the 
female line preceded that of males. However, Bachofen 
emphasized the moral ground for this precedence, while 
Briffault sees the reason for this condition in the eco
nomic and material nature of society.
. In respect to Briffault’s refutation of Westermarck,
Havelock Ellis points out that Briffault, in many cases, 
attacks what was never affirmed in order to triumph.'7 
However, at least one American sociologist, V.F. Galverton, 
has immediately hopped aboard this new anthropological 
bandwagon, remarking in regard to Westermarck: ’’Why should 
a man’s doctrine become so widely accepted when his evi
dences were so flimsy and fallacious?”’8 Calverton, apparent
ly, sees in Westermarck’s theory of monogamy the work of 
contemporary mores which were unconsciously at work pro
ducing it, a type of ’’wish fulfillment.” Westermarck very 
aptly disposes of this idea. Indeed, it is hard to see 
the meaning of Calverton’s suggestion, since the contempo
rary monogamic institution could have been exalted as well

,7Views and Reviews, London, 1932; quoted in Wester
marck, Three Essays on Sex and Marriage, 1934, p. 168

,8Westermarck Ibid, pp. 331-5, quoting Calverton from 
Am. J1. Soc. 36: 696-702, ”The Compulsive Basis of Social 
Thought."

/<?rbid, p. 334
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b3r the supposition of a previous lower state of promiscuity 
as by any eternal condition of monogamy. Westermarck*points 
out, further, that much of Briffault's criticism, especially 
in regard to the data on monogamous relations among apes, 
was antedated and corrected by five years in the revised ed
ition of The History of Human Marriage. *°

There seems to be considerable doubt as to the valid
ity of much of BriffaultTs data as opposed to Westermarck’s. 
However, Goodsell sums up the situation:

However true these criticisms may be, they do not 
dispose of the ineluctable facts pointed out by Lowie 
that monogamy must have been the general rule in prac
tice, because the numerical ratio of the sexes is near
ly equal; and, further, that the custom of matrolocal 
residence in many tribes, together with the prevalence 
of a high bride price, would tend rigidly to limit 
polygyny. xl

Hobhouse, Wheeler, and Ginsberg have concluded that 
it is impossible to account for any type of family form by 
reference to economic influence alone,a:L in spite of Brif- 
fault’s theory.

In America, the emphasis upon the totemic clan as 
the origin of the family group is almost completely missing.

“’Ibid. pp. 351-5History of Marriage and the Family, 1934, p. 9; 
quoting Lowie Primitive Society, pp. 40-2

xlThe Material Culture and Social Institutions of the 
Simpler Peoples, p. 152; cited in Groves The American 
Family, p. 26
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Following the lead of Durkheim, French anthropologists, 
practically unanimously, see the origins of the family in 
the totemic group. This viewpoint will be discussed in a 
later chapter. Lowie has criticized DurkheimTs concept of 
totemism in both his Primitive Society, and in The History 
of Ethnological Theory.

As Letourneau observed many years ago, "in what con
cerns the evolution of marriage and the family, there is no 
absolute law.,,z3 In regard to matrilineal and patrilineal 
descent, Ralph Linton follows this up:^

It also seems certain that matrilineal and patrilin
eal descent do not represent successive stages in the 
course of an inevitable evolution of social institu
tions. While a number of groups are known to have 
shifted from the female to the male line, there are 
clear indications that some other groups, certain tribes 
in British Columbia for example, have shifted in the 
opposite direction. We can only conclude that the 
selection of a particular descent line by a particular 
group has been due to historic causes which were prob
ably highly complex and never the same in any two cases.

Margaret Mead further remarks that a stress upon the 
husband-wife, or conjugal relationship results in a very 
simple kinship structure which lacks the continuity of 
other descent groups. It is paradoxically found among very

13Letourneau Op. cit., p. 316 
xtfThe Study of Man, 1936', p. 168
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simple peoples, such as the Indians of interior Canada, 
and also in modern industrial society.^

In respect to certain anthropological tendencies,
Mi s s Me ad s ay s:

All of these attempts to reconstruct the earlier 
forms of organization of the family remain at best only 
elaborate hypotheses. Contemporary refutations of 
these hypotheses rest upon criticisms of the evolu
tionary position with its arbitrary postulation of 
stages and upon a methodological refusal to admit 
the discussion of a question upon which there is not 
and connot be any valid evidence.*-6

Ralph Linton, in his recent book, The Study of Man, 
gives a very good account of anthropological knowledge 
relating to marriage and the family in the chapters under 
those headings. However, as Burgess notes:

The study of preliterate peoples has been shifting 
its emphasis from an attempt to reconstruct evolution 
to a description and analysis of social organization. 
Nevertheless, it may be added that even the available 
concrete descriptions of family organization portray its 
external forms and not its inner life. The materials 
for a social psychology of the preliterate family re
mains to be gathered.

In this last respect, the work of Margaret Mead has 
been noteworthy.

^"The Primitive Family’7 in The Encyclopedia of the 
Social Sciences, p. 67 

Ibid. p. 65
An. Jl. Soc., 32: 104-15
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III. The Economic Approach

The economic aspects of family study seem to subdi
vide themselves under two headings: the effect of economic 
conditions on family relationships, and studies of family 
living treating the family as a consumption unit.

The interest in the effect of economic conditions on 
family relationships received a great stimulus during the 
recent depression, although studies have not been confined 
to this period. Social work has always been intimately in
terested in it, even though its emphasis has been on the 
practical aspect. Paul H. Douglas’ book, Wages and the 
Family, is a good example of this viewpoint. More from the 
standpoint of pure soicology, Dorothy Thomas wrote Social 
Aspects of the Business Cycle. She found marriage rates 
positively correlated with the business cycle, as were birth 
rates, although they were proportionally decreasing, prob
ably with the advance of birth control. Illegitimacy was 
negatively correlated.

In respect to the recent depression, Burgess says:
Social scientists, It may be asserted, missed a unique 

opporunity during the past ten years for increasing our 
knowledge of the functioning of social Institutions 
as affected by marked fluctuations of the business 
cycle.

^Hubert R. Kemp, pp. 566-81 in Rice Methods in Social 
Sc ence 19151^Introduction to Cavan and Ranck The Family and the 
Depression, 1938, p. xii
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Clague made a rather limited study of family re
sources which were used in a time of unemployment.3 The 
most complete works on the last depression are the two 
books by Cavan and Ranck, and by Stouffer and Lazarsfield/2" 
Cavan and Ranck summarize the works published early in 
the depression:

# Certainbooks and articles, especially those pub
lished during the earlier part of~the depression, have 
assumed that there would be extreme personal disorgan
ization, indicated by increased crime, insanity, and 
suicides, and a greatly increased amount of family dis
integration. More dispassionate investigations have 
failed to support fully these early predictions of disaster.33

The Family in the Depression differed from most of 
the other studies made at the time, in that the one hundred 
families studied were not indigent families on relief. In 
order to get the necessary predepression material, however, 
it was necessary to go to some social agency. The Institute

30Ten Thousand Out of Work, 1933
31 The Family and the -Depression, 1938
3ZResearch Memorandum on the Family and the Depression,

1937
s3Qp . cit. , pp. 1-2; such as: Lillian Brandt An Im

pressionistic Yiew of the Winter of 1930-1 in N.Y.C.; Marian 
Elderton Case Studies of Unemployment; Pauline V. Young 
’’The New Poor," Sociology and Social Research, 17: 234-42, 
and "The Human Cost of Unemployment," Sociology and Social 
Research, 17: 361-9; Rosemary Reynolds "They Have-1'Ieither 
Money Nor Work," The Family, 13: 35-9
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for Juvenile Research in Chicago, a non-relief agency, pro
vided a source for subjects with this material. The method 
used was a kind of case analysis of family processes.

. Stouffer and Lazarsfield study approximately the 
same thing: family relationships, patterns and processes 
during the depression. Hov/ever, their study is not an inde
pendent one, but rather a collection of material and refer
ences on these different aspects, with suggestions for 
further urgently needed research.

Studies of family living:
Zimmerman divides studies of family living into 

three categories: (1) analyses of the utility of various 
articles consumed by a group of families, (2) analyses of 
well-being, or living standards, based largely upon quan
tities of different types of goods consumed, and (3) ana
lyses of the interrelationships between consumption and 
social organization.

According to this classification, only the third 
type would properly come into the field of sociology. The 
mere fact that the family provides the customary unit of 
consumption does not necessarily mean that it is studied 
as a social institution.

^The Family and Society, 1935, pp. 51-2
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Engel, a statistical student of Le Play, may be put 
in the second category above. His laws relative to food 
consumption and work have been expanded by the Massachusetts 
Bureau of Labor Statistics under the guidance of Caroll D. 
Wright, and later by Streightoff, Chapin and Ogburn.

Le Flay, of course, is the classical exploiter of 
the concept of the family budget. Aside from his other 
theories, he believed that an analysis of the workingman’s 
budget provided the best index to the life of any society. 
His work may be better seen in the discussion of French 
sociologists in a later chapter. Halbwachs is another 
French sociologist who has played with the concept of the 
family budget, although his viewpoint has been quite 
different.

Faith Williams and Carle C. Zimmerman have published 
a very complete analysis of studies of family living.
Besides a theoretical treatment, they include an annotated 
bibliography of 1,487 studies of family living from 52 
different countries. It is a splended source for all such 
material. They summarize studies of family living:

Many of the students of family living whose work has 
been analyzed have evaluated the consumption of the 
groups they studied simply by means of data on annual 
expenditures. Some students have gone further and have

Studies of Family Living in the United States and 
Other Countries: An Analysis of Material and Method,
1935
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secured data on the quantity of goods and services pur
chased, and of goods produced at home for family use. 
Others have added to information about goods and ser
vice sicurrently received, data on savings from current 
income during the period of the study, and on past ac
cumulations in money, in investments, and in durable 
consumptive goods. Some students have included data on 
food consumption and on housing which make it possible 
to evaluate with a good deal of certainty the adequacy 
of these aspects of family living. A few studies have 
secured measurements of the physical health of the group 
and have related these data to those on consumption.
Some investigators have gone still further and have at
tempted to describe the satisfactions and dissatisfac
tions experienced at a given level of living; and some, 
under the influence of Frederic Le Play and his school, 
have attempted to ethical evaluation of the consumption 
of the group concerned.

IV. The Legal Approach

In actual practice, the legal approach seems to 
approximate very closely the historical approach discussed 
previously. At least the historical draws very much of its 
material from the history of laws, since they are the best 
remaining source for an understanding of the ancient and 
medieval family.

Our modern legal complexity also demands that we 
have books showing the different divorce laws and marriage 
lav/s of the several states. They are important, not only 
from the standpoint of the lawyer, but from the need of the

!t Xbid, p. 4
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social worker, and, as some of the introductions crypti
cally assert, for those who may sometime need litigation.
Am example of this type is Geoffrey May’s Marriage Laws and 
Decisions in the United States. Theodore Apstein’s book,
The Parting of the Ways attempts a much wider, if briefer, 
application, even devoting much emphasis to litigation over 
occurrences during the courting period.

Leon C. Marshall and Geoffrey May's The Divorce Court 
is an innovation in this field. Instead of studying the law 
books or the decisions, they study the proceedings. They 
were interested in the court records, but even more so in 
the people who made them.

V. The Sociological Approach

Burgess points out that The Polish Peasant by W.I. 
Thomas and Florian Znaniecki was actually the first study 
of the family as a living social institution, and not as a 
legal one.37 Yet Mowrer remarks in his recent book on The 
Family that as ”yet there is no study of the contemporary 
American family which shows as great an appreciation and 
understanding of the nature of family organization as does 
The Polish Peasant.38 Certainly, in spite of Burgess' own

37Article on family study in Reuter and Runner Readings
3*Loc. cIt. « p. 302
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definition of the family as a "unity of interacting person
. . . 3*?alities," the study of the family as a form for social 

interaction has not received its due attention.
However, The Polish Peasant is a great deal more 

than just a study of units of interacting personalities. It 
is a study of attitudes and values of a concrete group, pic
tured in relation to the complete social life as a whole.
The techniques employed, while seemingly lengthy, are per
haps the best possible ones to achieve this knowledge. One 
volume contains the complete life history of a Polish im
migrant. Over 15,000 personal letters were examined in 
order to picture the Polish group as they lived in the old 
country. Newspapers, the records of social agencies, sys
tematic presentations of other writers, all contribute to 
an exhaustive picture of the Pole in America and the Pole 
in changing conditions in Europe. Symbolic of the approach, 
are some of the conclusions which the authS^s draw. They 
found the real cause of all phenomena of family disorgani
zation in the influence of certain new values, that is new 
for the subject, such as new vanity values, new types of 
economic organization, new forms of sexual appeal. Com
munities which held up the family as a group tended to 
check this trend toward individualization for recognition.

3?John Dollard would add "each with a history." "iMeed- 
ed Viewpoints in Family Research," Social Forces, 14:109-13
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The individual manifestations were due to the subject’s 
attitudes and to social conditions. Where there were no 
obstacles in the family to individualization, the trend was 
expressed normally in a mere loss of family interest; where 
obstacles were set up, anti-social behaviour was manifested. 
It was impossible to revive the original family psychology 
after it was once disintegrated, after the we-feeling, the 
primary attitude was lost.

The family as a unity of interacting personalities 
seems on its way to becoming a dominant concept in family 
study. Burgess himself never attempted a thorough exposi
tion of the family according to his definition. He did no 
more than forecast the field. Mowrer has probably done 
more than any other author to popularize this concept, al
though in his own textbook, he seems to stress, at least 
in his chapter divisions, the form and organization of the 
family. There is practically no modern writer on the family 
today who does not give at least some space to the family 
viewed in this light.

Willard Waller, in his recent text, The Family: A 
Dynamic Interpretation, has written perhaps the most com
plete exposition of the family as a unit of interaction. 
Following Maclver's division of family processes into four 
stages: courtship, the first year of marriage, parenthood, 
and the stage of the empty nest, Waller added a fifth stage
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to precede the first, life in the parental family. How
ever, material on the stage of the empty nest being prac
tically non-existant, Waller was forced to omit it. He 
also included a section on family disorganization.

Family research from this social standpoint must 
necessarily adopt, among its assumptions, a theory of human 
nature. Mowrer suggests an admirable one:

This theory conceives of human nature as developing 
out of social interaction. The individual is born with 
a complex of predispositions—  reflexes, instincts, ran
dom movements, capacities—  all of which are either 
highly modifiable or can be reorganized into a large 
range of patterns. There are, of course, limits to 
the modiflability of these elements of original 
human nature, but the limitations of social contacts 
ordinarily obscures these limits so that they can re
main hypothetical in character. Cultural patterns and 
human interaction modify original nature almost from 
the moment of birth, and while some account needs to be 
taken of the hereditary character of the individual, 
much more attention than has frequently been customary 
needs to be given to the influence of cultural practi
ces and the role of the individual in the group.1+0

Stated a little differently, Mowrer says that man 
"becomes human in these associations by having his original

Lf-limpulses defined for him by the culture of his group." 
Speaking of interaction, Mowrer states:

The introduction of the idea of interaction into 
the study of the family is, perhaps, one of the most 
revolutionary accomplishments of the past century in 
this field, just as it is in sociology in general. The

*° The Family. 1932, p. 305
* Ibid, p. 41
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interaction principle furnishes the basic conception 
necessary for a mechanistic description and explanation 
of social phenomena just as it does for physical phen
omena. It provides the logical principle necessary for 
the understanding of the behaviour of physical objects, 
of animals, and of man. Interaction is thus basic in 
all attempts to find law and order in the apparent chaos 
of physical changes and social events.L/z

Helen Bosanquet's The Family provided the germ of 
this idea of interaction, although she remarked only the 
unity and likeness patterns. Conflict, as well as identi
fication and accomodation patterns, is now stressed. In 
fact patterns of disorganization are studied a great deal 
more than are those of organization, due perhaps to the in
fluence of social work, and the pressure of tensions in 
daily living.

Mowrer also attempts a correlation between family 
patterns and city areas in Chicago. Mobility between these 
areas was also studied in relation to family disorganiza
tion. Members of the Chicago school of sociology consider 
this ecological aspect to have a good deal of importance. 
Frazier, in his study of the Negro family, also plots a 
number of his findings on a map of Chicago. However, this 
does not class these studies in the geographical school, 
since the particular geographical importance of an area is

1+2 Ibid, p. 84
¥3The Negro Family in Chicago, 1932
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not considered as such, except as it represents a practical 
division in spatial area of social values and social situa
tions. The social divisions, such as class, which lie be
hind these apparent geographical divisions shoudd be 
remembered.

Margaret B. McFarland has made a very interesting
stud3r of one aspect of family interaction, i.e. sibling 

. . ^relationships. She observed in their home environment, 
twenty-two sister pairs of pre-school children, ranging 
in age from one to seven years. Each pair were observed 
five times, and the time spent in certain activities, such 
as cooperative activity, sharing, physical conflict, sub
mission, helping, sympathy, etcetera, was timed with a 
stop watch in thirty second intervals. For the last two 
observation periods with each pair of children, experimen
tal situations were attempted, with the introduction of 
standardized toy equipment, which would necessitate some 
definite form of interaction.

Sibling relationships, parent-child relationships, 
and conjugal relationships are receiving more and more 
attention in familial literature. Recently, Burgess and 
Cottrell have developed a kind of instrument for the pre
diction of success in marriage. Their study was carried on

^ Relationships Between Young Sisters as Revealed in 
Their Overt Responses, 1938

* s'" The Prediction of Adjustment in Marriage,” An. Soc. 
Rev.. Is 737-51
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by distributing eight-page printed schedules which sought 
to gather information on the previous backgrounds of the 
married partners and also on the state of their married 
life. On the basss of their correlations, they found, 
among other things, that the higher the educational score 
at the time of marriage, the higher was the degree of mari
tal adjustment, although the educational achievement of the 
wife seemed more important than that of the husband. 
"Joiners” also seemed to be better bets, at least for hus
bands . ̂

In respect to the "functional" approach to the study 
of the family, it should be noted that any such telic con
ception of a purpose is not valid in sociology. Most so
ciologists do speak of "family functions." The family does 
satisfy certain fundamental needs, but here a rationaliza
tion is all too easy, into their connotation as conscious 
direction to preconceived ends. Such ends are fictitious. 
Mower stresses the notion of interdependency rather than 
of function.*7

** "The Prediction of Adjustment in Marriage," Am. 
Soc, Rev., 1: 737-51; Book now in press.

The Family, pp. 49-56
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VI. The Psycho-analytic Approach

Psycho-analytic literature on the family has been 
concentrated in the field of sexual relations, with much 
attention to complexes growing out of the alleged repression 
of instinctive drives, following perhaps the lead of Freud.

*3Flugel's The Psycho-analytic Study of the Family, for 
example, seeks to explain conflict and accord in the ambiva- 
lency of certain primitive impulses. Leta S. Hollingworth 
sponsors the theory of greater male variability. The Jour
nal of Abnormal Psychology and the American Journal of Psy
chiatry are full of examples of this type of psychiatric 
approach.

However, there has never been a complete neglect of 
the social factors. Psycho-analysis seems to be following 
a definite trend in seeking more and more the explanation 
of mental disorder in social rather than in biological phen
omena, due, in part at least, to the accumulating results 
of the many behaviour clinics for children.

Abraham Myerson classifies housewives into types, 
and points out contributing factors in the environment.
Smith and Cabot^ see the influence of social conventions.

^International Psycho-analytic Press, New York, 1921 
4f"Social Devices for Impelling Women to Bear and naar 

Children," Am. Jl. Soc., 22: 19-29
s°The Nervous Housewife, 1920; reviewed in Burgess 

"Topical Summaries of Current Literature," Am. Jl. Soc.,
32: 104-15
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Of course, Havelock Ellis is quite fully aware of the social 
factors. John Dollard’s Criteria for the Life History also 
has a social psycho-analytic view.

VII. The Social Work Approach

Social work has traditionally used the family as its 
unit of treatment. Although, in social reform, the scope 
is much broader, the emphasis has always been on the indi
vidual family "case", and most of the material used in at
tempts at reform has been gathered from family case work.
Of these case studies, Znaniecki says:

This whole development is rather unfortunate for 
sociology, however useful for social practice. For 
the clinical case and the social work case yield mater
ial prepared and organized for practical purposes, but 
entirely unprepared for scientific use. 53

However, it is a question whether or not these prac
tical purposes could not become coincident with their need 
for scientific use in sociology. Yet Znaniecki points out 
an interesting fact, that the individual represents a con
vergence of a number of closed systems, both natural and 
cultural, and that the practical study of an individual 
would preclude any isolation of a closed cultural system

** "A Study in Sexual Morality," Jl. Soc. Hyg. , 2:
527-37; reviewed in Reuter and Runner, Qy. cit.

szStudies in the Psychology of Sex, 1929, 3rd ed.; 
Little Essays on Love and Virtue. 1922, 1934 ed.; etcetera.

43The Method of Sociology, p. 247
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necessary to sociology.
While social reform assumes that there is social 

maladjustment, individual case treatment ordinarily assumes 
some personal maladjustment. Social therapy, which seeks 
to change individual attitudes, takes the same view. How
ever, in an increasing number of cases, individual treatment 
is resorted to, not because it is assumed that the whole 
fault lies with the individual, but because it is realized 
that human nature is modifiable, and that in spite of the 
social causes of maladjustment, attention to the individual, 
besides giving him cash disbursements, may help. Social 
workers are not generally encouraged or allowed to tinker 
with society. Still their influence on public policy, 
through their professional organizations and unions, is be
coming more important.

Since the cases carried at social agencies represent 
families living rather close to the subsistence level, it is 
to be expected that any occurrence which tends to break the 
family income will be the biggest factor in causing the 
family to make relief application, whether it be unemploy
ment or family disorganization. Family case workers have 
always been vitally interested in these problems. Studies 
of the effect of unemployment of family life have already 
been treated in the section on the economic approach. It 
remains to discuss family disorganization.
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As Waller points out, bereavement is a much greater 
cause of family disorganization than is divorce. Eighty- 
three of every two hundred married persons lose their mate 
through death, while only thirty-four lose their mate through 
divorce. Waller devotes more space to the particular prob
lem of bereavement than does any other textbook writer on 
the subject of the family, although he seems to have taken 
his cue from Thomas D. Eliot.6 Divorce and desertion have 
customarily received more attention, probably because they 
present a moral as well as a practical aspect. Besides the 
economic disorganization furnished by the death or desertion 
of the breadwinner, there is the problem of personal malad
justment of the remianing partner.

Park wishes to view family disorganization from a
Sbmuch broader standpoint. Since the family, to him, is the 

bearer of tradition, if the parents’ traditions, plans and 
hopes are not carried over by the children, family disor
ganization exists. This opinion is substantially the same 
as Le Play’s and Zimmerman’s. It must be recognized that

s The Family, p. 489
^ ’’The Bereaved Family,” Annals Amer. Acad. Pol, and 

Soc. Sci., 160: 184-90; ’’The Adjustment Behaviour of Bereaved 
Families, A New Field of Research,” Social Forces, 8: 543
549; ”A Step Toward the Social Psychology of Bereavement,” 
£1. Abn. Soc. Psych.. 27: 380-90; ’’Bereavement as a Problem 
for Family7 Research and Technique,” The Family, Vol. 11,
No. 4, pp. 114-5

Robert R. Park in Research in the Social Sciences, 
1929, Wilson Gee, editor, p. 48
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the patriarchal and the "souche" family do transmit their 

traditions practically intact. A gap in transmission of 

tradition may be evidence of the passing of this type of 

family, though not of the family itself.

Certainly the most interesting approach to the 

problem of family disorganization is furnished us by the 

work of Mrs• Harriet Mowrer. The basic standpoint of her 

work has already been discussed in the chapter on method; 

here it will be taken up in more detail.

The basis for her treatment was a knowledge of the 

social-psychological patterns in the domestic discord situ

ation. Mechanical standardization of procedure was not 

valuable, since there was a need for meeting the vocabulary 

and mental framework of the patient. Sex was not treated 

as in abstraction; an organic unity between all the factors 

in the situation was assumed. This dynamic case analysis 

was used to give direction to the treatment process.

Both husband and wife were interviewed separately. 

The interviews toofe place in the office by appointment. 

Although there was no standardization, the general frame

work of the interview pattern was kept in mind. Rapport 

with the subject was, of course, essential. Tentative hy

potheses were constantly forming and being proved or dis

proved by further questions. The interview was more ela

borate with the second person, since there was more sugges

tive material to investigate. She found it important to
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let tlie patient ramble, although not so much as to cause 

her to lose control of the situation. This rambling se

quence was often important. iVherever possible she sought 

to revive early pleasant memories of the subject. Essen

tially, she sought to induce a more objective attitude on 

the part of the patient rather than to modify overt behav

iour. However, the patient must accept her interpretation 

in order for the treatment to be successful.

The problem of the social therapist is to bring 

about a reorganization of personality: reinterpret indivi

dual experiences, redefine situations, reinterpret the life 

process. The early, primary attitudes are the ones with 

which the treatment process is concerned; they represent 

the impediments to marriage. "Fundamentally, treatment 

becomes a process of changing through socio-psychic therapy 

those attitudes constituting the basic conflict pattern.

In some cases this means a reorganization of personality.

In soraer cases it involves facilitating the process of ad

justment, which goes on unaided in some cases but is delayed

■r 7

or impeded in others,"

Mrs. Mowrer believes that this new development will 

be of great help in the study of domestic discord. How the 

scientist will be able to offer his professional services, 

and thereby gain a larger mass of case material.

57Personality Adjustment and Domestic Disoord, p. 6
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Mrs Mowrer, through her intensive treatment, pro

duced complete or partial adjustment in fifty-one out of 

fifty-three cases where there was no separation at first 

contact. She regarded this as highly satisfactory. How

ever, Willard Waller does not wish to accept her results 

at their face value.

Without attempting to discredit Mrs. Mowrer*s results 
in the least, one may doubt whether she has a transmiss- 
able technique, and whether, if she has, this technique 
can be employed in other groups.5*

She worked under the most favorable conditions with 
a group in which the sentiment of family solidarity is 
very strong, and she excluded a group of eight cases 
which were divorced or separated at the time of first 
contact, but still her results are amazing.

Mrs. Mowrer’ s findings raise the question of the 
possibility of effecting reconciliations and readjust
ments in a large number of discordant marriages, but 
they certainly do not settle it.

The possibility of family difficulties recurring, 

the possibility of an undue amount of neurotic behaviour in 

the reconciled mates remains to be tested. However, the 

clinic idea is worthy of extension,, although at present, 

it is likely to be expensive and effective only in a small 

number of c’ases. The lack of a competent personnel and f i 

nancial support are handicaps; further development awaits 

the advance of social science.

58The Family, d. 600 
Ibid. , p. 565 

1,6 bid. , p. 566
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The "cult of the child" is essentially a twentieth 

century phenomenon. Child welfare is also a twentieth cen

tury movement, and has been given mcch of its emphasis by 

social work. Child problems are given first importance.

As Jessie Taft remarks, "the home has lost its halo. " *  We 

have perhaps given the halo to the child. In the interest 

of the child, new social institutions supplementing the 

home are being developed. The nursery school movement is 

notable in this respect.

V III. Review

It is evident from this discussion that only that 

approach which treats the family as it exists-- a social, 

living institution, a unity of interacting personalities, 

can give us any information on the family as a social, 

living institution. Other approaches are valuable in pro

viding a necessary orientation, but can not serve to build 

up the sociological study of the family.

i( "The Home Has Lost Its Halo," Survey Graphic, 12: 
286-7; quoted in Groves and Brooks Headings in the Family.
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CHAPTER X

NORMATIVE EVALUATIONS OF THE 
FAMILY AND FAMILY REORGANIZATION

Many authors in this field step outside their role 

as scientists, and add subjective evaluations of the family, 

with their personal recommendations for its control. For 

practical purposes, we may join with Mowrer in regarding 

all those attempts to give new life to old forms as con

servative, while the assumption that the old forms are in

adequate for functioning in modern life and that there is 

little or nothing of value in the old arrangements, may be 

defined as rad ical.'

The conservative approach to family study is well 

phrased by Groves. "Society is becoming sensitive to its 

family failures, which is the first step in the readjust

ment that will give back to the family its former impor

tance." x Groves1 main thesis seems to be that all good 

qualities are derived from family association. Like Pope- 

noe, he believes that young folks should marry at once, 

since "a little hardship cements affection."3 His Book 

Wholesome Marriage, is a realc adventure into the Voice of 

Experience field. Among other things he does not advise

1 The Family, p. 6
zAmerican Marriage and Family Relationships , p. 121
3Wholesome Marriage, 1927, p. 61
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marriage "with those who dabble with alcoholic drinks."** 

Camping trips are good for honeymoon couples. "Wholesome 

marriage wears well and often brings its richest gifts when 

husband and wife are growing old together."5" Those who do 

not fit themselves to marriage are probably immature.

Monogamy is the ideal. "It is the kind of family 

that is most stable because it leads to concentration of 

authority among simple peoples and a convergence of affec

tion in the love union characteristic of modern culture."6 

Butterfield praises the rural family for its higher moral 

plane, and for developing a high sense of individuality.T

Schmiedeler believes that there can never be an 

adequate substitute for the family and that the less help 

it receives from other institutions, except the Church, the 

better. His editor, John A. Lapp, suggests the fact that 

the family has always existed is proof of its everlasting 

character as a Divine Plan for the propagation and protec

tion of the human race.

Hart, by his very terminology, classes himself with 

the conservatives. "How to build one’ s code of sex beha

viour"* is a heading in his text on the family. He says

*Ibid . , p . 65 
* Ibid. , p. 233
6 Groves The American Family, p. 29
7"Rural Life and the Family," Proc. Am. Soc. Soc.,

Volume 3, 1908; reprinted in Scmiedeler Readings in the Family 
g Personality and the Family, p. 93
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nothing really definite about the code, beyond the hope for 

"a new dynamic which will give us power to win through to 

the rich life of love at its b e s t ."7 We must make our sex 

impulses creative.

Thwing' also prescribes a number of recipes for 

kappy families. In his opinion, the Ten Commandments are 

very good too. But as Waller points out:

Various ’educational’ programs have been devised in 
order to promote better family life. Many such programs 
are definitely harmful, since their effoc't is merely to 
strengthen the existing mores and to accentuate the 
conflicts of persons unable to live within the mores.
The very names of such agencies for the ’conservation 
of family l i fe ’ reflect their character.'7

The conservatives see little or no importance in 

individual values. They think of the family as possessing 

super-organic sensory qualities. It is only through the 

family that people can feel these higher emotional states, 

and therefore the things which an individual can enjoy out

side of the family are relatively valueless. They all 

speak slightingly of the individualistic pleasure-philosophy 

which leads to a dislike for having children. Zimmerman 

phrases this particular viewpoint excellently:

The companionate hypothesis may be criticized £n the 
basis of the assumption that it may be impossible for 
an institution to be something which it is not. If in
dividualistic satisfaction is the complete goal of

* Ibid .,  p . 93
,0C.F. Thwing and F.B. Carrie The Family: An Histori

cal and Social Study, 1913; reviewed in Mowrer On. cit . , 
pp. 6-8

"Op. c it . ,  pp. 600-1
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society, there is no use in tireing the individual to 
institutions or in evaluating institutions as units.
The individual must become the unit of all social think
ing. If we adapt the family to the individual, we no ' 
longer have the institution... Either there is a family 
with institutional values as well as individual values, 
or society is a loosely formed agregate of individuals, 
changing and structureless.'1

Zimmerman’ s proposed dilemma is not very conclusive.

It would seem highly possible for a very desirable alterna

tive to exist which is not covered in either of his two 

categories. A modern disciple of Le Play, Zimnierman has 

adopted the same thesis of family research and is also of 

the opinion that none but a strongly authoritarian, patri

archal family can provide for the continued happy existence 

of mankind. Zimmerman and Frampton favor what they call

|3
"long-time values,” and are entirely opposed to theories 

which "represent a feeling that the family exists for the 

individual rather than for society." 'v

Groves calls the companionate an "arrested type."

"In  short, the companionate is a willful attempt to keep 

marriage on the level of pleasure and expediency by cutting 

off its normal passage into parenthood."74 The companionate 

naturally stresses "the physical aspects of the relationship."

n Zimmerman and Frampton Family and Society, 1935, p .44 
,3Ibid. , p. 41 
‘*Ibid. , p. 43

cit . ,  p. 235 
Ib id ., p. 236
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It is hard for anyone without his bias to see how reproduc

tion is any less "physical" than is companionship, and if 

so, what is wrong with being "physical", especially consid

ering that he, himself, assumes that the biological facts 

of life are the most important. In order to impress the 

truth of his viewpoint upon his readers, he cites the case 

of the X fs who were married while they were still in colege 

and refrained from having children while they were working 

until ten years after their marriage. Then the X 's  disco

vered that they couldn’t have them, and they regretted their 

earlier course. Finally they had one child, hov/ever, "and 

with that abnormally small family they had to be content."'7

As has already been noted, the biological approach 

provides an oft-used apparently scientific rationalization 

of existing values. When the biological approach is not 

employed in toto, certain parts of it may appear as pegs 

upon which to hang bits of conservatism. Hints as to the 

permanence of human nature fall into this class, such as 

when Bess Cunningham affirms that "students of human nature" 

know that no other social agency can be substituted for the 

family when it comes to the nurture of individual person

alities. ,8

'''ibid. . p. 232

amnv Behaviour; A Study of Human Relations, p. 18
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Turning now to those students of the field who 

envisage and recomment a certain degree of controlled 

change, we find that Ruth Reed, in her text, The Modern 

Fanils, has proposed a number of radical modifications in 

family form:

Public opinion recognizes as 'normal1, however, no 
form of living other than that based upon the segrega
tion in a common residence of individuals of varying 
ages united by ties of kinship, who take their food 
together at stated hours of the day, and who in all of 
the relationships of life behave toward each other in 
a manner strictly regulated by custom and convention.

The very fact that so many people refuse to accept 
the present form of marriage and enter into a course of 
action so attended by risks for themselves reveals the 
urgent need for the recognition of other forms. The 
truth is that there has never been a time when the 
Christian form of marriage has been universally accepted, 
and the fact that variations have persisted in the face 
of such severe penalties argues for the necessity of 
recognizing more than one form.x°

One of Dr. ReedTs indictments of the home is that 

it is not a socializing force. Consciousness of class, of 

religious, political and sectional differences, and of other 

disruptive tendencies are greatly intensified in home rela

tions. Close home supervision brings to maturity indivi

duals whose opinions on all social questions are so fixed 

that they remain impervious to all ideas out of harmony with 

those of their parents. Most of the behaviour learned in 

the home must be unlearned for the broader associations.

The Modern Family, 1929, p. 45 
20Ibid. , p . 27
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Many men like sexual relations without marriage, 

while many women want children without marriage. They are 

all forced to marry, at present, without being suited for 

it. The solution lies in the recognition of new family 

forms. "Responsible parenthood" should be our principal 

aim. She suggests the adoption of a Mother’ s License in 

place of the Marriage License. Adopting a primitive idea, 

she sees no reason why permanent cohabitation of the sexes 

should be normal, why there should not be separate commun

ities of men and women, especially at the age of adoles- 

cecee.

Besides being in favor of the communalizing of such 

home duties as cooking, sewing, and laundering, she believes 

that there should be more state participation in the prob

lems of family life . "Nor should the family circle be used 

as the dumping ground for the unsolved problems of the 

modern methods of economic production." The burden of old 

age and of industrial accident should be borne by industry. 

"Customs and legal enactments with regard to family respnn- 

sibilities should be so modified as to make impossible the 

use of family bonds as a pretext for placing responsibility 

where responsibility cannot be assumed. u ^

Z1 Ibid . , p. 44 
21 Ibid. , p. 46
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The concept of the companionate, first introduced 

by He Ivin ■ Knight, and later widely publicized by Judge 

Ben B. Lindsey, represents nothing really new beyond the 

culmination of both the birth control and the feminist 

movements. However, as Judge Lindsey points out,11* the 

companionate tends to be restricted in practice to the 

upper classes, since birth control information is still 

largely withheld from the lower classes, and they cannot 

manage divorce collusion with the help of expensive lawyers.

Following the lead of Bertrand Russell, G.E. Newsom 

sketches the two main principles of a new moral code:1*

1. Nothing should be allowed to interfere with the 
freedom of sex life. If the ideals of family life stand 
in the way of this freedom, the family must be mended
or ended.

2. The ideal of sexual freedom is in harmony with 
the progress of modern science and civilization.

However, as Dr. Reed says:

To recapitulate, the family in its present form may 
be said to serve but inadequately the affectional needs 
of those who have entered into the relationship; it does 
not begin to function for large groups of people until 
their greatest need for its services is past; it fails 
altogether to meet the needs of a large group of persons 
who do not enter the marriage relationship, and who 
therefore do not function at all in the service of 
rearing and bearing children. Nevertheless, the mono- 
gamic family furnishes security of affectional bonds

^  "The Companionate and the Family,” Jl. Soc. Hyg., 
10: 261-2; reviewed in Groves Readings in the jamily

iVand Evans The Companionate Marriage, 1927, Preface 
zSThe New Morality, 1953, p. 9
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10: 261-2; reviewed in Groves Readings in the Family

x*and Evans The Companionate Marriage, 1927, Preface 
xSThe New Morality, 1953, p. 9
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for certain persons whose temperaments are well-suited 
to the conditions which it imposes; and the Thome’ as 
at present organized provides for large numbers of 
middle class persons a place of withdrawal and for the 
reassembly of the scattered elements of personality, in 
a manner more effective than is provided through any 
other form of social relationship now existing.16

Science favors neither the radical nor the conserva

tive viewpoint. Science has nothing to do with evaluation, 

although it may support or challenge the assumed facts 

upon which either view rests. Social scientists, as scien

tists, are limited to describing the changes and trends 

which are under way. Only as persons and citizens may they 

express their own values. Other peoples1 values are to 

them data.

The interpretation of evidence by certain a^proaches:

The varied uses to which the same evidence can be 

put depending upon the normative prejudice of the author, 

is well illustrated by the classic example of Lecky. To 

Lecky, the long continued existence of the family proved 

its necessity as a divine institution. Yet he was puzzled 

by the equally ancient lineage of prostitution. He sought 

the explanation for that in the belief that it was an evil

X?

necessary for the support of good.

zfe0±l* c it . , pp. 34-5
Z7A History of European Morals, 1905, pp. £84-399
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The examination of evidence is not a well developed 

procedure in those aspects of family study which are infused 

with prejudice. For example, Ogburn finds that there are 

fewer paupers among the married. He therefore concludes 

that the state of being unmarried is an undesirable social 

condition. His evidence cannot be regarded as supporting 

this conclusion at all. No relation of cause or effect is 

shown. It is much more possible that undesirable social 

conditions are not favorable to marriage. Neither does 

his data regarding the postponement of marriage among the 

professional classes fit this conclusion.

The statistical method seems to offer easy, tempting 

pitfalls along this line. Ogburn says fqrther: "The presence 

of children tends to hold the family together, for only a 

small percentage of couples divorced report having children." 

However, this "small percentage" is forty-three percent. 

Dublin goes a little further. "Undoubtedly the presence of 

children holds the family together."3 This example is a 

good illustration of how a statistical table which shows 

absolutely nothing of the family process can be construed 

as conclusive evidence regarding it. As Mowrer points out, ,

** "Factors Affecting the Marital Condition of the Pop

ulation," Pub. Am. Soc. Soc., 18: 47-59; reviewed in Reuter 
and Runner Op. cit . , p. 192

11 "Eleven Questions Concerning American Marriages," 
Social Forces, 6: 5-12; reviewed in Reuter and Runner, Ihid .,

p . 181 „
JOReuter and Runner ibid., p. 181
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there seems to be a large number of children in desertion 

cases, and a small number of children in divorce cases. 

Children, then, have nothing to do with family disorgani

zation. Marshall and May suggest:

When the presence of children is checked against the 
duration of marriage, it becomes far less clear than 
popular discussion has it that ’childless marriages 
cause divorce’ . The heavy proportion of childless 
marriages in divorce-actions may have a simple explan
ation in a tendency of divorces to fall in the early 
years of marriage, before children have, in natural 
course, arrived.32-

Ogburn’ s and Dublin’ s figures, then, cannot be re

garded as evidence that children hold a married couple to

gether. They suggest mainly that divorce takes place among 

the groups of higher economic status where the birth rate 

is low, and that divorce takes place during the early years 

of marriage. The factor of childlessness is not indicative 

of dicorce causation, but rather of birth control, and can 

not be measured by a comparison with the total population, 

but only by a control group drawn from that economic class 

which secures the majority of the divorces.

Dr. Reed believes that a good many of our fallacious 

notions regarding divorce arise from our legal organization 

which does not recognize divorce from mutual consent, but 

only as the result of injury. This conventional attitude 

toward the relationships of married people leads us to 

believe that divorce is harmful to the child, when in reality

31 Op.. c it . ,  p. 156
3XThe Divorce Court, 1932, p. 13
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it is probably helpful.

A rather extreme view of divorce is presented by 

Edgar Schmiedeler. "What God hath joined together, let no 

man put asunder." He does not wish to permit divorce, 

because that would open the flood-gates of sin, and soon 

people would be committing adultery just in order to get a 

divorce. He cites a case to illustrate this principle. 

Divorce would be a Wedge, "the modern pastime which is 

rending society asunder." Mankind is innately selfish and 

will do irreparable harm to itself without the Church's re

straining influence.3**

It is important, when examining the conclusions 

drawn from any kind of evidence, to remember that uncon

scious prejudices may have been at work in shaping the con

clusions. The rules regarding conclusive evidence are not 

well defined, and no proposition is so well supported by evi

dence that other evidence may not increase or decrease its 

probability. Hasty evaluations are doubly possible when 

encouraged by subjective values, and when the line is blurred 

between subjective and objective thinking.

33An Introductory Study of the Family, 1930, p. 309
** Ibid. , p. 307 ‘ '
3>Ibid. , pp. 307-9
54Cohen and Nagel Logic and Scientific Method, 1934 

p. 394
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CHAPTER XI

THE STUDY OF THE FAMILY IN FRANCE

French sociology in general:

In any discussion of French sociology, one begins 

with Auguste Comte, not only because he was the first to 

broach the subject, but because the most important school 

of sociology today in France, that of Emile Durkheim, is a 

direct development of Comte’s ideas. However, the famed 

father of sociology in turn cannot be understood without 

reference to Saint-Simon. Comte certainly derived the wide 

conceptions of his hierarchy of the sciences, and conse

quently of the place of sociology, from his work as Saint- 

Simon’ s secretary.

French sociology has never been without the broad 

■philosophic base adopted by Comte. The development of re

search methods and techniques has never been pushed far in 

France. As Barnes and Becker point out, the use of statis

tics, with the exception of Halbwachs’ two studies,* is rare. 

nAt the same time, no one can deny the fact that French so

ciologists have a good appetite for empirical data, and that 

assimilation is thorough; the ’razy empiricism1 so often

'La classe ouvriere et les niveaux de v ie , 1913^ 
x L ’evolution des besions dans les classes ouvrieres,

1933 '* "
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characteristic of American sociology is refreshingly
3

absent."

This lack of well-developed research technique is 

accompanied by a tendency to group into schools. Just why 

this discipleship is so predominant in France is hard to 

understand. Perhaps the lack of research technique places 

undue emphasis upon the philosophic bases of different 

approaches, thereby encouraging this grouping. In America, 

the emphasis has been upon the practical aspects of sociol

ogy rather than on its philosophical implications. M.

Homan sees a historical reason for t h is /

At least French sociologists can only be understood 

through a classification on the basis of these different 

schools. Professor Georges Davy4 has indicated some very 

clear divisions, although it must be remembered that he 

himself belongs to the Durkheim school. However, the fact 

that he devotes most space to the Durkheim school is not 

entirely explained by this fact. The Durkheim school

3 Social Thought from Lore to Science, 1938, p. 866
* Frederick William Roman La -place de la sociologie 

dans 1 TEducation aux Stats-Unis. 1923, p. 3: "Les puritains 
avaient horreur des amusements frivoles et de tout ce qui 
etait purement d^corat'if et sans utilite. AujourdThui, 
toutes les idees doivent etre pratiques, c ’ est-a-dire con- 
tribuer a reformer le monde, a rendre la vie plus agreable; 
la consequence naturelle des forces materielles et spiri- 
tuelles qui ont exerce leur action depCfcis deux siecles." 

y Sociologues d Thier et dTau,jourdThui, 1931, pp. 1-6
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monopolizes French sociology today, at least in the univer

sities. At the University of Paris, as Eubank: remarks: "All 

doctoral theses in the field must be written with Eauconnet ,G 

Bougie, Halbwachs, Mauss, or Blondel (or, before his death, 

with Simiand). Since these men are definitely of the Durk- 

heim school of thought, there seems to be an assurance of 

continuation for the present of this approach to the Virtual 

exclusion of others in sociological instruction in France."7

The first school is, of course, that of Durkheim.

Its importance has been so great that it is often called 

the French school of sociology, 1 TEcole Fran^aise de Socio- 

logie. Following its leader, it has championed the concrete 

and specific reality of society and of the conscience collec

t i ve.

The second important school is that begun by Le Play 

and carried on at present by Paul Bureau. The third is that 

of Espinas, developing directly from Herbert Spencer, but 

which has evolved and contributed to la sociologie durk- 

heimienne. The fourth school is that of Gabriel Tarde, which, 

however, did not believe in the existence of a separate 

science of sociology and represents a revolt of individual

ism against the concept of sociology.

‘ Professor Fauconnet has recently died.
7"Sociological Instruction in France," Am. £1. Soc. ,

4-2: 705-8
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Unfortunately, when it comes to the study of the 

family, many of the basic differences of the various schools 

tend to disappear. Yet the state of research on the family 

in irance seems to ofier no other basis for a classification.

La sociologie domestique en France:

De Bonald, one of the precursors of sociology, in

fluenced both Auguste Comte and Le Play. He proved deduc

tively that the family was the origin of all human existence, 

at least to his own satisfaction: because the human kind is 

continued by families, and if one were to suppose humanity 

as being reduced to one family, that family could serve to 

recommence it. His conception of the family, howeved, was 

very rigid. The family, to him, consisted of three persons, 

father, mother and child. Monogamy was the only natural 

marriage form.

Auguste Comte eulogized the family highly. He be

lieved domestic life was the best mold to achieve a well- 

socialized person. Professor Bougie, of the University of

* Demonstration philo soiohique du principe constitutif 
de la society, 1830, p. 91; reviewed in Bougie et Raffault 
Elements de sociologie, 1938, pp. 81-4

t Systeme de politique -positive, Tome II , 1912, pp. 
183-7; in Bougle~et Raffault, Op. cit ., pp. 119-21: n

L f eff icacite' morale de la vie domestique consiste a 
former la seule transition naturelle quiepuisse habituelle- 
ment nous degager de la pure personnalite pour nous elever 
graduellement jusqura la vraie sociabilite. p. 119
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Paris, a leading member of the Durkheim school, agrees
l o

strongly with him.

Durkheim himself, the great master of positive 

sociology, handled the family very gingerly. As his dis

ciple, Professor Bougie says:

Durkheim lui-m&me, en tout cas, aurait volontiers 
accepte l Tidee que le lien familial est quelque chose 
de saint, de sacre, auquel il ne faut toucher quTavec 
les plus grandes precautions. "

Thus the Durkheim school of sociology seems to have 

retained the pro-family tradition of Comte. While Durkheim 

was able to handle the sacred concepts of religion with 

scientific immunity, he systematically avoided the problems 

of the current French family. He regarded the family bond 

as precious and sacred. The family was a "school of res

pect." All that concerned family life was dominated by a 

high sense of duty. Like Comte, he believed that family 

life offers one of the best means for socializing the indi-

I X

vidual.

However, in a later book,*3 Durkheim seems to have 

changed his stand slightly. He believes that the school

10 C. Bouf le/ in Les 'oroblemes de la famille et le 
feminisme, 1930, p. 90: t

Comme Auguste Comte I ’a montre mieux que personne, 
les habitudes qui se contractent au foyer restent des 
plus precieuses pour la vie sociale toute entirer.

" Ib id ., p . 82 . ,
,lL TAnnee soc iologique, 1896-:7, pp. 59-60; in bougie

et Raffault, 0p_. cit .,  p. 118
l3L f education morale cited in Les grandes tendances de

la uedagogie contenrooraine, 1938, by Albert iiillot, pp. 163-9
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must play an essential part in the development of the life

of an individual. The family is not sufficient to take

part in social life. Family education must be supplemented

by the school. M. Millot, of course, takes exception 

i*f

to this. However, this later stand of Durkheim*s seems 

never to have been well developed.

Durkheim’s research, in regard to the family, was 

confined almost exclusively to the study of the primitive 

family— to be more precise, the Australian family.

Australian totemism is often regarded as the keystone 

of Durkheim’s sociology. Durkheim himself disputed this.'* 

Totemism itself was of only secondary importance. He wished 

only to picture a simple society, i .e . totemism, in action. 

But while his explanation of the origins of religion does 

not necessarily depend upon the priority of totemism as a 

social system, in his theories on the origin and the nature 

of the family, he does regard Australian totemism as the 

beginning, with the corresponding difficulties.

Durkheim’s theory of totemism has become the domin

ant one in French anthropology generally. In totemism, the 

family is a group which is founded upon the principle of a 

common totem. Cohabitation, common blood, are not, then, 

necessary for the family. These facts are insistently

#*Ibid. , D-D. 167-9 
C . Bougie Bilan de la sociologie franqaise contem-

•poraine, 1958, p. 46
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pointed out in all French textbooks on sociology which 

treat the family. Material on other aspects of the family 

is scanty or completely lacking. The family was regarded 

as a semi-religious association, its basis being in common 

attitudes, beliefs, and values. Durkheim saw no instinctive 

basis for the family. The family, for him, rested entirely 

upon a system of social beliefs. His approach was essen

tially sociological in this respect, and in spite of his 

and his followers’ normative evaluations, the social nature 

of the family was clearly seen.

Marriage does not explain the family. Totemism
I 6

explains exogamy, parenthood and the family. This inter

relationship between social forms is one of the consistent 

contributions which Durkheim has made to sociology. For 

Durkheim, the reason behind the existence of a social fact 

was to be found in other social facts.

The work of Espinas does not represent anything rad

ically different from that of Durkheim, although Espinas, 

under the influence of Spencer, considered the biological 

basis of society to be very important. He recognizes the 

principle of interaction between the several individuals

\7

who form the social bond of the family.

** LcT an nee sociologique, 1896-7; in Bougie' et Raffault 
Op. cit . , pp. 87-91

,7Soc&etes Animales; revieived in Davy Sociologues 
d'hier et d ’au.ioiffl’hui, pp. 26-102
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Durkheim’s emphasis upon the anthropological aspect 

of the family has constituted one of the greatest influences 

upon la sociologie domestique. His tacit acceptance of the 

moral values of the present French family has also left its 

mark. Les problemes de la f ami lie et le f eminisme, a book 

of lectures published in 1930, containing the thoughts 

of a number of the most important sociologists in France, 

is indicative of the prevalent attitude. Belot, Parodi, 

Bougie, Richard and Guy^Grand are all content to accept the 

family only as a moral problem, not as an object for socio

logical study. When the approach is not anthropological, 

or ethical, then the angle chosen for study seems to be the 

historico-legal.

The conservative approach to the study of the family 

seems to be dominant. Both Louis Delzons * and G.-L. Duprat, 

who have written standard works on the family, affirm that 

any maladjustment is due to poor individual orientation 

rather than to any deficiency in the family form. They also 

uphold the French legal, traditional family, where the hus

band must protect and the wife and children must obey.

lS La famille franchise et son evolution, 1913
(1 Le lien familial, 1924:  ̂ . . . .

Les prost ituees ont comp let ement rompu le. lien fami
lial si elles l'ont jamais connu; les filles sans pu- 
deur s'ecartent du foyer qu’elles deshonorent et ou 
la sollicitude, la vigilance, 1 Taffection des parents, 
n font pas su les retenir. p. 137
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Of course, both Duprat and Delzons are strongly 

against divorce. Delzons would absolutely forbid it, for 

reasons similar to those given by Schmiedeler. Modesty 

would be greatly weakened by divorce. It would not be 

right" for a woman to hold "no secrets for two living 

men (italics in the original"! ."  Divorce would give impetus 

to indiscriminate love affairs. Duprat is of the opinion 

that individuals should be made to carry the chains they had 

knowingly assumed, but that if there wsre no children, and 

if both showed such a positive repugnance for the other 

that it would be impossible to continue living together, 

then divorce, after such proof, would be permitted.41

M. Paul Lapie, a collaborator of Durkheim, while he 

employs exclusively the anthropo-ethico-juristic approach, 

is almost radical in some of his suggestions. He is in 

sympathy with the principle of authority in family life, 

in keeping with tradition, but he will not admit that the

l0Delzons Qu. c it . , p. 64
^Duprat Op cit. , pp. 248-9: /

L Tindividu doit porter les chalnes qu’ il a rivees^ en 
connaissance de cause; quand le sentiment et I'interet 
materiel n ’ont plus rien a voir dans la vie conjugale, 
le devoir subsiste et la raison commande: les epoux 
doivent rester unis pour remplir en commun toutes les 
obligations communes... Le divorce pourrait etre pro
nonce quf̂apres des efforts sinceres (et non de vaines 
formalites judiciaires) pour l'eviter, et seulement 
dans le cas ou les epoux seraient sans enfants et mani- 
festaient librement l Tun et 1*autre d'une irremediable 
repugnance pour 1 'existence en commun, chacun etant 
assure' de pouvoir mener decemment, plus decemment quTau- 
paravant, une vie independante.
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husband is always the best person to assert it, or even 

that it is necessary in all cases. In general, however, 

thw woman is inferior to the husband, either because of age 

or of education. These are social causes and not biological 

ones, and the proportion of superior women is increasing.'*

Professor Lalo, himself a professor of ethics, 

criticizes the above tendencies. The attempts of moralists 

to create a theory of ideal family life results only in an 

idealization of the modern European family.

The work of Fre'deric Le Play has already been men

tioned several times in this study. In America, his influ

ence has been greatest in the Harvard school of sociology. 

Professor Pitirim Sorokin has furnished the most enthusias

tic introduction to the man:

The name of Frederic Le Play deserves to be put among 
the few names of the most prominent masters of social 
science. He and his pupils have created a really scien
tific method of the study and analysis of social phen
omena; they elaborated one of the best systems of social 
science; and, finally, they formulated several important 
sociological generalizations. In all these contribu
tions Le Play and his continuators have displayed a con
spicuous scientific insight, a brilliant talent for 
scientific analysis and synthesis, and an originality 
of thought. As a result, they compose a real school 
in sociology with very definite methods and principles.

Although Le Play has now been dead almost half a 
century his influence does not show any symptoms of

La femme dans la famille, 1908, pp. 219-22 
*-* Charles Lalo Elements de sociologie, 1930, p. 270
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weakening or decay. It is still very vital and is 
likely to continue so.aH

However, a recent guidebook to contemporary French 

sociology mentions the name of Le Play but once, and that 

to make a very disparaging compariosn with the work of 

Professor Halbwachs of the University of Paris.** Professor 

Georges Davy describes the "really scientific method” of 

Le Play be calling it a religious and moral doctrine of 

reform and of social paternalism which is far from having 

the success and influence its author expected.t4> Speaking 

of Le Play’ s school, Robert Marjolin says:

Among the representatives of Catholic sociology, 
let us mention first L ’Ecole de la Science Sociale, 
in whose doctrine is found traditional Christian themes 
alongside of extremely simple statements on environment 
and work.

Certainly, the stirring assertions of Professor 

Sorokin cannot be accepted at their face value. It is 

quite possible that the same social preconceptions which 

led Le Play to form his method and theory of social reform 

also encouraged Sorokin and the Harvard school to adopt it.

^ Contemporary Sociological Theories, 1928, pp. 63-6 
Bougie Bilin de la sociolo^ie francaise contempo- 

raine, 1938, p. 150 ,
~ Sociologues d ’hier et d ’aujoud’hui, p. 6

0  ’’French' Sociology-- Comte and Durkheim,” Am. Jl. 
Soc. , 42: 693-704
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Le Play’s formative years were spent during the 

hectic time in France at the close of the Second I&npire 

when the Paris mob controlled the capital. The extreme 

social disorganization made a great impression on him, and 

in all probability, acted upon his conservative nature to 

produce his method and theory of social reform.

He was neither a sociologist nor a philosopher, 

but a professor of mining-engineering. After developing 

his method of analysis, he used to spend his vacations in 

the field working at his hobby. The Le Play "mehhod” 

represents a curious mixture of principles. Barnes and 

Becker class him among the environmentalist school, as 

does Sorokin. The classic formula of the Le Play school 

is Place, Work, and Folk (Family). This would seem to in

dicate that they held that everything had its origin in 

the geographic basis of society. The "Milieu” was consid

ered of prime importance. The geographic configuration of 

the Norwegian fjord, for example, was believed to have 

created the economic, familial, and political constitution 

of the Anglo-Saxon societies.30 Yet the geography, according 

to the Le Playists, exerts an influence not only on the

Benjamin R. Andrews Economics of the Household, 
1933, pp. 90-1

11 c it . , p. 816 #
Paul Bureau Introduction a la methode sociologigue,

1926, p. 117
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personality, as Buckle assumed, but also on the economic 

opportunit'es. This is a type of economic materialism, in 

some respects similar to Marxism.3 But by tying up the 

economic aspects with the geography alone, they lose the 

benefit of the principle of the dialectic. As Bougie 

points out, it is impossible to explain a social situa

tion with reference to geography alone; recourse must be 

had to historical and cultural factors. Le Play also at

tempted his classification of family types on the basis 

of geography. Le Playfs materialism can be also seen in 

his saying that "all the acts which constitute the life of 

a workingman’s family result more or less directly in an 

income or an outlay.” Therefore a complete analysis of 

income and expenditure means a complete knowledge of that

5*-*
family.

Le Play assumed the family to be the simple and 

universal model of all society, containing all of its es- 

setial characteristics, and that the family budget reflect

ed the entire life, organization and functions of the 

family.

31 The History of Civilization in England, 1892 
3lBureau Qv. c it .,  p. 117: #

C ’est ici le materialisme historique des Marxistes 
qui reparait sous la forme, plus pittoresc^ue et peut- 
etre plus suggestive, d ’un materialisme geographique.

On. c it ., pp. 67-73 _
*4Les ouvriers eoiropeens, 2nd ed, /ol I, pp. 22--'J;  ̂

quoted in Zimmerman "The Family Budget as a Tool xor Socio-
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However, La Nomenclature de la Science Sociale , 

the Le Play method as modified by Henri de Tourville, 

Demolins, de Rousiers, Pinot and others, cannot be construed 

as offering the most efficient technique of getting this 

information on the family. The essentials, as expressed 

by Sorokin, are as follows:

1. Place of the family
2. Work or labor of the family 
5. Property of the family
4. Movable property
5. Salary and wages
6. Savings
7. Family type and analysis
8. Standard of living
9. Phases of family existence

10. Patronage
11. Commerce
12. Intellectual culture
13. Religion
14. Neighbourhood
15. Corporations
16. The parish
17. Unions of the parish
18. The city
19. Provincial divisions -
20. The province
21. The state
22. The expansion of society
23. Foreign societies
24. History of the society
25. Rank of the society ( in reference to future )

logical Analysis," Am. £1. Soc. , 33: 903
**Conteirroorary Sociological Theories, pp. 66-8 
3fcIb id ., pp. 70-2
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The very existence of this Nomenclature assumes 

that the geographic and the materialistic hypotheses of the 

Le Play school are insufficient for the study of society. 

However, this criticism does not damage the validity of 

Nomenclature itself, apart from these hypotheses, al

though it hardly corresponds to Sorokin’s estimation of it 

as being as complete and logical as a botanical classifi

cation of plants.*7 The painstaking, minute analysis of 

specific families made by Le Play according to the above 

criteria are admirable examples of thorough, first-hand 

observation of social facts. But Le Play, lacking both an 

open mind and a knowledge of subjective social values, was 

not fitted to draw valid conclusions from these observa

tions. nLe Play, Catholic and extreme conservative, de

fended all the typically conservative institutions: reli

gion, parental authority, nationalism, and hereditary social 

classes. ”

Le Play thought he observed three distinct family 

types, the patriarchal, the unstable, and the ’’souche” 

family. The patriarchal family is found in the Orient and 

in Central Europe, its traditions are strong, exact obediance

3>Ibid. , p. 73
iSBarnes and Becker Or), c it ., p. 817
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is required, and the individual tends to meld with the

past. The unstable family is found in the new industrial

laboring class of the Occident; it disappears with the

death of the prrents, the children tend to leave home; the

government assumes many family responsibilities. The word

pauperism was invented to describe phenomena caused by

this type of family. Then finally there is the stem family

or the famille souche. This is a compound of the principles

of the above two, combining authority with individuality.

The stem family is complex and prosperous. The children

may leave, and still return to share in the inheritance,

although making allowances for the heir who remains at

home. Bosanquet remarks that the main reason for the ap

. L*°
parent integration is the fear of being disinherited.

The classification of Le Flay was not an analysis 

based upon the study of the socio-psychological family pro

cesses observed, but represents rather a transference of 

his subjective values, His technique of social research 

was not used to study family patterns, but rather to ac

cumulate cases based upon his preconceived ideas of social 

reform. In spite of the advantages of his method of study,

3TLe Play La re'forme soclale en France, 1878, Tome
II , pp. 6-13; in Bougie" et Raffault Op. cit., pp. 131-5 

' *dBosanquet, Helen The Family, 1906
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his results are no more valid than are the presumed norms 

he intended to establish. And there are many who question 

the value of the stem family. Russell sees in the steady 

decline of patriarchalism the story of modern civilization/7 

As Maclver remarks:

The contrast between the patriarchal and the modern 
family is not simply or mainly a contrast between 
stability and instability. It is also a contrast be
tween a more coercive and a freer union. It is not a 
contrast between a type of family which presents no 
social problems and one which presents many. It is a 
contrast of different ideals, different advantages and 
disadvantages.¥i

Le Play’s curious mixture of approaches: geographic, 

economic, sociological and normative, has confused even 

Zimmerman, who, after exhaustively defending his approach 

and method, concludes:

If by using this method Le Play discovered some
thing not ordinarily observed about the underlying 
characteristics of a particular society, he should be 
credited with this.**5

This confusion apparently extends even to Le Play’s 

most basic ideas, since he gives two different sets in 

two different discussions of Le Play’ s Method. His par

ticular contribution to the study of the family, besides

Marriage and Morals, 1929, pp. 27-8 
Society; Its Structure and Changes, 1955, p. 140  ̂
Williams and Zimmerman Studies of Family Living in 

the United States and Other Countries, p. 68 ^
‘ ‘ ^  Family and Society, pp. 48-50, and in Williams and
Zimmerman Or), c it .
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that of influencing other men like Engel, who in turn 

developed their own technique, lies in his conception of 

the principle of direct observation, instead of arm-chair 

thinking, and his attempt at classification of social 

attitudes and patterns. His failure to use the method 

objectively does not diminish his importance as one of the 

fathers of social research.

One of Le Play’s most influential followers in 

Prance is Professor Paul Bureau of the Law School of the 

University of Paris. He has proposed La Methode Monograph- 

ique as a new elaboration of the Nomenclature. The method 

of collecting the data still remains the same, and the con

servative prejudices are still retained. For example, Bu

reau believes that marital harmony is much better assured 

where divorce is unobtainable or practically non-existent.

He also says that systematic birth control has contributed 

to the housing problem, since he assumes that the reason for 

bad housing is that there are so few people to be housed.

Introduction a la methode sociologique:
To take the place of Place, Work and Folk, Bureau 

proposes a new "trinity” which, in its last heading, would 
seem to show the influence of Durkheim. ”Le Lieu, le 
Travail et la Representation de la vie .” (p. 143)

Follov/ing this grand division would come four other 
divisions, 2. Les Institutions auxiliaires du Travail, 3. 
La vie domestique de la famille, 4. Les groupements^auxi
liaires de la vie professionelle et de la vie familiale,
5. Les groupements de la vie publique. 

y*Ibid . , pp. 63-4

<
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The concept of family function, that is to say of an 

"^nd" or But which the family must perform, is rampant in 

the Le Play school. The fallacy of this viewpoint has 

been discussed previously. Phillipe Champault gives a 

good example of this approach.

Le Play and his school have constantly complained 

of the lav/ of the Revolution and the Code Napoleon which 

prescribed that a certain heritage should go to each child 

with only a small portion being reserved for the will.

They attribute the falling birthrate to this law, but as 

Delzons points out/8 the falling birth rate occurred al

most one hundred years after the law was inaugurated, and 

took place not only in France, but in Great Britain and 

other European countries.

Professor Halbwachs of the University of Paris, a 

disciple of Durkheim, has made an analysis of the working

man's budget according to the approach of Le Play, but 

utilizing the statistical method with which Engel arrived 

at his laws of consumption. His material was not first 

hand, but was gathered from the files of the German Official 

Investigation of Budgets made in 1907-8, and from the German

*7 "Les Types Familiaux," in La Science Sociale, Decem
ber, 1910

*%0t)_. c it .,  p. 256
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Metal Worker fs Union. From these, he was able to analyze 

several hundred, family budgets which were kept daily from 

one end of the year to the o t h e r T h e n  from the data of 

another official German study made in 1927-8, he was able 

to check his previous results and to note trends.5’' Such 

a statistical study is far more valuable in the study of 

family budgets than are the picturesque details furnished 

by Le Play, according to Bougie.5'7

Halbwachs explains tendencies in budgetary expenses 

through an analysis of common values and "collective repre

sentations.” He found, for example, a need for correction 

in one of Engel’ s laws. The worker on a rising income did 

not tend to spend the same proportion of his wages on rent. 

The increase tended to go for food. Halbwachs concluded 

that the lodging need was not well developed in the worker, 

that the nature of his work may act as a desocializing in

*7Bougle Go. c it ., p. 150
50La classe ouvriere et les n&veaux de vie, 1913 

L ’evolution des besions dans les classes ouvrieres, 
1933 ~ '

^-Bougie Op. c it ., pp. 150-1:  ̂ ^
Mieux que les monographies cheres a Le Play, qui 

nous font pe'netrer dans le detail pittoresque de la vie 
de quelques families, ces confrontations de statistiques, 
en nous permettant d ’etablir des moyennes, nous aident 
a comprendre comment les membres d Tun certain groupe 
hierarchissent leurs depenses. E t ^ ’est peut-etre le 
plus sur moyen de saisir la re'alite intime des classes.
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fluence, fixing his attention on food rather than on living 

accomodations.

He observed a constant movement toward a higher stan

dard of living in the last fifty years. Less money was 

spent for necessities. When reductions were necessary, 

they were made in those things ordinarily considered as 

necessities. Luxuries once gained tended to be preserved 

As Halbwachs expresses it, it is opinion and example which 

fixes the idea of necessity, and it is expressive of ingrain

ed habits and the degree of progress of the moment.

The French family in custom and law:

The French nation has been historically subject to 

two great legal influences. One of these, of course, was 

Rome with her written law. The law of Rome was supreme in 

Southern France, where a rather strong patriarchal family 

existed, and where the dowry system both protected and

53Ibid. , p. 153
^Zimmerman and Frampton Op. cit . , pp. 63-4 ^
5yL ’evolution des besoins dans les classes ouvrieres, 

p. 128; quoted in Bougl^ Ibid. , pp. 156-7:
A chaque epoque, remarque justement M. Halbwachs, 

c Test dans la pensee et 1 Topinion des groupes ourriers, 
c ’est dans 1 ’opinion et 1 ’example que se fixe I ’ id^e^ 
du ne'cessaire et qu’on le ^conQO ît d ’apres les habitudes 
acquises et les progres realised jusau’a ce moment.
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isolated women. Central and northern France remained under 

the germanic influence with no written body of law, custom 

reigning supreme. It maintained a conjugal family with an 

economic union of the married partners, la regime de la com- 

munaut^ des biens. However, both systems reacted on one 

another, and while the marital authority of the husband 

was recognized in the South, the North, through the medium 

of the lettre de cachet, still held control over the offspring 

even though he might be of age.

The Revolutionists, inspired by the writings of 

Rousseau, believed they could change custom by passing laws. 

For a period, there was established complete freedom of 

marriage and divorce, and illegitimate children, les enfants 

naturels , were recognized by law as on an even footing with 

legitimate children. However, Bonaparte upon his return 

from Egypt, formulated the Code Napoleon, recognizing the 

persistence of former customs. His desire of founding a 

firm dynasty v/as not compatible with experimenting in new 

social forms. The bourgeois class, which had risen to 

power, v/as equally desirous of consolidating and conse

crating their gains. The Code Napoleon therefore represents

5 Louis Delzons Op., cit . , pp. 4-5: # > ,
t Revolutionnaires par le profit qu’ ils ont tire de la 

Revolution, bourgeois par le desir qu’ ils^one devle 
garder, ils figurent tous, a ce debut du XIXe siecle,
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a definite reaction against many of the ideals which had 

inspired the Revolution. The legal state of the unmarried 

mother and of the illegitimate child was made even worse 

than it had been before the Revolution. Divorce, however, 

was maintained. Delzons says:

Here, the concession to the revolutionary spirit 
was assuredly more serious and more contrary to general 
opinion. Bonaparte, it seems, took the initiative and 
is responsible for the decision. However, experiences 
since 1791 had been regrettable, and public sentiment 
seemed frankly hostile. Therefore it appears that the 
First Consul may not have reasoned this question with 
his customary clarity, and that he may even have obeyed 
sentimental promptings: his general contempt of women 
and the personal memories enduring from his own unhappy 
affairs. S1

At the present time, the French family represents 

quite a different type of institution from the .American. 

French marriage, family and courtship mores are much more 

institutionalized. Modes of behaviour are more rigid. The

a cette aurore du regime nouveau, une force prete h. se 
discipliner si l Ton veut bien se servir d'elle. Ce 
quT ils appellent de tous leurs voeux, cTest la formule 
qui les defendra de toute reclamation, c ’est le statut 
des biens qui consacrera leurs droits. < <

yfeIbid. , p. 6: II est habituel que la classe dirigeante 
d fun pays, lorsquTelle souhaite une reforme, la voie 
prompt erne nt s faccomplir. II est aussi frequent que la 
reforme, trop hative, soit incomplete et maladroite.
C'est un phenomene historique de premier ordre que les 
voeux de ia bourgeoisie aient alors about it h. un ensemble 
de lois excellentes et durables.

*7Ib id ., p. 22 (translation)
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glorification of individual fancy in haphazard patterns 

of romantic love plays no part in French marriage. The 

French attitude exalts love for its own sake. French girls 

are incurably romantic. But romantic love is not regarded 

as possessing any significance in respect to marriage.

Free intermingling of the sexes as it exists in this 

country, is unknown in France. Chaperonage is important, 

and suitors are entertained in the home. The family is 

always in complete control of the social life of the chil

dren, or at least of that of the girls. A g irl’ s marriage 

chances are determined by the size of her dowry rather than 

by any sexual or social charm. A young man’s opportunity 

is measured by his status and promise. Economic security 

and appropriate social backgrounds of the prospective mates 

are recognized as the most important requirements of success

ful marriage. Such considerations insure the domanant posi

tion of the couple’ s respective families in cementing the 

marriage bond. Birth control is widespread and rigidly 

practiced in the interest of the economic well-being of the 

family members.

France remains the only major nation in the world 

today which has not given women the vote. Yet the status 

of women is not low. Professor Charles Sestre opines that 

men a.re opposed to giving the vote to women for they fear
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the priests would then have too much influence.9 The women, 

at least, seem satisfied. There is no pronounced feminist 

movement. Laws in respect to woman’s business incapacities 

present more important disadvantages, but social practices 

remove them. Woman is supreme in the home, and since such 

care is taken in courthhip and after in insuring a most 

comfortable and adequate foundation, the home Is generally 

a very important place to be supreme in. The wife is the 

veritable pretresse du foyer.

Being a guest at a French family luncheon is quite 

equivalent to receiving an invitation from an exclusive 

luncheon club in many other parts of the world. Invitations 

to a home are scarcely more obtainable. In practice, the 

home is sanctified by making it inviolable by the causal 

acquaintance or dinner-guest so common in America.

Gonelusion:

The family is a much more solidiy integrated institu

tion in France, not only because it rests so firmly in the 

mores, but because careful attention to changing economic 

conditions seems to have assured its survival. It is not 

really surprising, then, to find a decided lack of objective 

studies of family relationships in French sociology.

^Authority of Frofessor Kerr, University of Utah
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Even Durkheim’s Ecole Francaise de Sociologie. 

"proprement dite ," did not attempt a study of the existing 

French family. Le Play used his method of research only 

to support Jds theory of social values. In relation to the 

history of Stench family study, Paul Honigsheim says:

Three fundamental tendencies can be recognized:
1) With the exception of the Saint-Simonists sociology 
approves marriage and condemns free sexual unions.
2J With the exception of Fourier, prevailing opinion 
considers woman’s worth and activity inseparable from 
the home. 3) From Proudhon down to Le Play the integrity 
of the family is held a prerequisite of real political 
freedom. s<i

Durkheim once wrote:

Determiner la part qui revient a la France dans les 
progres qu’a faits la sociologie pendant le XIXe siecle, 
c ’est faire en grande partie l ’histoire de cette science, 
car c ’est chez nous et au cours de ce siecle qu’elle a 
pris naissance, et elle est restee une science essen- 
tiellement fran^aise.fo°

Such a statement is certainly far from true today.

As Barnes and Becker remark, ’’French sociology has brilliant

ly consolidated the ground once gained by its daring raiders, 

true enough, but too little is being done in the way of 

original theorizing, and discipleship?; is rampant.’’ hl

As seen from the inside, one of the disciples rather 

cryptically remarks:

Sociology in the last thirty years in France has at 
least probably had the merit of furnishing substantial 
food for reflection to philosophers. bl-

&  Autoritat iind Familie , 1936, "The Treatment of Family 
Authority in the History of French Thought," p. 932

b°Revue Bleue, 1900, p. 609; quoted in Davy Op. cit. ,  p. 2 
fel Op. c it . , p. 867
^Bougie in Whlke The New Social Science, 1930, p. 83
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CHAPTER XII

TRENDS IN THE STUDY OF THE FAMILY 
IN THE UNITED STATES

Trends in textbook subject matter:

Hornell Hart has published the only study of this 

trnd. He took five textbooks published between 1886 and 

1915, analyzed and classified them according to subject mat

ter and compared them to eight texts published between 1926 

and 1931. His classification and computation was as follows

TABLE V'

CONTENT COMPARISON
OF PRE-WAR AND POST-WAR TEXTS

Subject Percentage in Pre-War Post-War
Primitive family life 15.3 3.1
History of family to 1600 22.5 2.7
History of family since 1600 8.5 3 .0
Biologic aspects: eugenics, health 3.8 8.1
Social work aspects: desertion, etc. 0.2 6.1
Research and statistics 0.7 4.4
Economic aspects 4.2 9.8
Status of women 5.5 5.9
Birth control and abortion 0.8 2.1
Sex ethics, prostitution 8.4 9.0
Divorce 9.0 5.7
Courtship, early and the companionate 1.7 5.5
Husband and wife relations 1.4 2.7
Parent-child relations, education 5.6 10.9
Social psychology of the family 0.2 7.6
Social theory 5.7 6.4
Religion 6.5 7.0

' Personality and the Family, 1935, pp. v-vi
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Professor Hart brings out the general trend much 

better when he combines several of the categories into 

four broad groupings:

There is a considerable possible margin of error when 

one attempts to make a similar classification of other texts 

according to the above categories. There is always a large 

part of the material which suggests classification under 

several of his headings, and still other material which would 

be fitted under Professor Hart’ s categories with difficulty. 

However, the above problem has been attempted, and the fact 

that the results show essential agreement, both v/ith the 

trends noted by Professor Hart, and with the trends illus

trated in this mauuscript, bears out the general consistency.

For the purpose of this comparison, the following 

seven textbooks on the family were chosen, all of them pub

lished between 1932 and 1938, including Professor Hart’ s own 

book:

Folsom, J .K . The Family, 1934
G-roves, E.R. The American Family, 1934
Hart, Hornell Personality and the Family, 1935
Mowrer, Ernest The Family, 1932
Nimkoff, Meyer, The Family, 1934
Sait, Una M. New Horizons for the Family, 1938
Waller, Willard The Family, 1938

The average percentage of space given to the differ

ent aspects of the family as formulated by Hart was as follows:

Primitive and historical family 
Social work, economic aspects and research 
Personality relationships 
Other headings

46.3 8 .8
5.1 20.3
8.9 28.5

39.7 42.4
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TABLE VI 

CONTENT OE RECENT TEXTS

Primitive family life 4 . 3
History of the family to 1600 3.'4
History of the family since 1600 4 . 5
Biological aspects 5 . 0
Social work aspects 1 2 .5  
Research ~
Economic aspects 4 . 0
Status of women 3 . 6
Sex ethics 5.0
Divorce 5 . 8
Courtship 6.8
Husband and wife relations 5.9
Farent-children relations 6.8
Social psychology 13.1
Social theory 9.0
Religion .1
Unclassified 5.1

Classed in the more condensed division proposed by

Hart:

Primitive and historical family 12.2 
Social work, economic aspects and 21.6 

research
Personality relationships 32.6
Other headings 33.6

In general, we may say that there has been an apparent 

slight revival of interest in the primitive and historical 

family in the texts examined here. However, there is consid

erable difference in the emphasis placed bu different authors. 

For example, Mowrer, Waller and Hart devote less than 1.5 % 

of their total space to the primitive and historical family. 

Folsom devotes most space to the primitive family, but not in
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order to examine social origins. His interest is to com

pare dynamic family relationships existing in the Trobriand 

Islands with those patterns in the modern American family.

It is Mrs. Sait’s book which weights the balance toward an 

increased emphasis on the historical family. Without her 

material, the percentage amount of space devoted to .a study 

of the historical family would drop considerable. After 

Mrs. Sait, Groves devotes most space to the primitive and 

historical family.

The greatest single increase in any item is that of 

social work. Whether or not it was inspired by the depres- 

soon, the various authors, practically without exception, 

join in more than doubling its percentage space over that 

in the texts compared by Hart.

The division of personality relationships also contin

ued its increase until Jn the texts examined, it occupied 

almost a third of the total space. It seems that it will 

continue to be the most important division of the field.

The space devoted to social psychology and to social theory 

also was notably increased. The biological aspects suffered 

a considerable decrease, while the space devoted to religion 

practically disappeared. Divorce had the same continued 

emphasis.
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in  PQjv.i.oclical articles and in college classes in the 
study of the family: '

For the purposes of this comparison, Professor hart

examined the titles in the Reader’s Guide, in Poole's Index,

and in the International Index, on the family. He selected

the years 1892-1904, 1905-1914, and 1929-1932.

lie found that 26% of the first year group were on the

subject of the primitive family or the history of the family

up to the year 1600. The second year group contained only

7% while the third year group had but 2% of their material

on the family in this particular division. This represents

of course, a rapid and constant decrease.

In respect to the socio-psychological aspects, the

first year group devoted 14%, the second 13%, the third 38%

to this division of the family. 'The articles on sex ethics

and on prostitution fluctuated widely. The first group had

7%, the second 32% and the third just 8% on this subject.

Material on the eugenics and biological aspects were gathered

only on the first and third year groups; they contained 18%

and 6% respectively.

This procedure involves a number of defects, in that

it may not be possible from the title of the article itself

to determine just what division of the family it is all

about. Often the title itself may be quite misleading as

to its actual viewpoint. Of course, the alternative course

of actually consulting the periodicals treating of the
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subject of the family is precluded by the very magnitude 

of the task. Professor Hart’ s estimation probably repre

sents the best analysis of the subject.0-

Hart’ s method of analyzing the content of courses 

in the family offered in forty-one colleges and universities 

is open to approximately the same objection. His analysis 

is onljr valid to the extent that the catalogue descriptions 

approached: the actual degree of emphasis reached in the 

respective classes. He found that the attention devoted to 

the primitive family was at least three times as much as that 

space devoted to the primitive family in the post-war texts; 

the attention given to the ancient and medieval family was 

at least twice as great as that of the post-war texts.

There was a striking neglect of the personal relations of 

the different family members; research was also neglected. 

Professor Hart therefore concludes that the average class 

on the family represented a marked cultural lag behind

7.

the state of the literature on the subject.

^Personality and the Family, pp. vi-viii
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CHAPTER X III 

CONCLUSION

The family, representing as it does the convergence 

of a number of frames of reference or of relatively closed 

scientific systems, both natural and cultural, has been sub

jected to extensive research from these varied points of 

view. These viewpoints are not, however, mutually exclusive, 

with the resultant deleterious effect upon the consistency 

of the various frames of reference and conceptual fields.

The family is often viewed as being a grandiose instrument 

coextensively serving a number of functions: offering a 

means for transmitting physical heredity, for transmitting 

social values, attitudes and traditions, as a unit for eco

nomic consumption, as a unity of interacting personalities, 

a means to companionship, and as an instrument for propa

gating the race. Although these different aspects may not 

exist alone in actual practice, for the purposes of scien

tific research, it is important that they are separable.

The most valuable pieces of research on the family have 

been those which have attempted this delimitation.

The inadequacy of sociological concepts has been 

studied and discussed at some length. The difficulty of 

reaching an adequate and consistent delimitation of classes 

and processes and attributes of classes and processes has 

been one of the main factors hindering the use of statistics
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and quantification in sociology. A field of study cannot 

be measured until it is rendered measurable by conceptual 

divisions. The case-study method with its various tech

niques seems to be the most efficient means of achieving 

this needed clarification, and therefore the most valuable 

method of this present stage of sociological research. 

However, an eclectic attitude toward research methods and 

techniques is the only one possible. A method can only be 

regarded in the light of its resultant contribution to 

knowledge.

The forces of social control have been especially 

successful in inhibiting the study of the family. Even 

when studies are declared to be scientific, without any os

tensible interest in upholding any special set of norms or 

values, the unconscious prejudice of the researcher may be 

allowed full sway. It has been noted that the biological 

approach and the statistical method have often offered ap

parently scientific justification for these normative as

sumptions: the biological because it suggests permanent 

biological sanction for what are essentially transitory 

social values, and the statistical because it is open to 

the worst faults of induction and because it has been unable 

to arrive at v/ater-tight definitions of classes.

French sociologists have generally assumed a frankly
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normative viewpoint on the family. The family has been 
treated with much more respect than any other social insti
tution, not excepting the Church. The French intellectual 
class seems to have been profoundly influenced by the trad
itions of their own family life and consider it to be the 
principal condition of France's comfortable stability, as 
it probably is. However harmful this may be from the stand
point of the development of a science of sociology, the 
French thinker has not assumed this scientific development 
to be an end in itself.

The trend of the various approaches to family study 
in the United States seems to be toward an increasing re
cognition of the family as a living, social institution.
The anthropological study of preliterate society has lost 
its emphasis upon the origins of social forms and has become 
instead a source of material on specific functioning socie
ties, differing from our own, certainly, but not pictured 
against the supposed background of an absolute time element. 
Even the legal approach to family study is reflecting this 
change. Legal practices as distinguished from legal pro
cedures are being studied. Litigation becomes a more dy
namic process, an equation solved not by means of law and 
procedure, but with reference to individuals, attitudes and 
current practice.
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The family defined as a unit of interacting person
alities is assuming increasing importance in family study. 
While this viewpoint in its most extreme form may represent 
a reaction against the broad sociological interpretation as 
typified by The Polish Peasant, its principal expounders 
have never given undue importance to the individual person
ality as existing apart from a social milieu. Far from pre
cipitating a controversy similar to that of Durkheim and 
Tarde in France, this definition has been treated broadly 
as symbolizing present interest in social dynamics, expressed 
in interaction, as opposed to social statics.

The family defined, in effect, as a unit of consu
mers, has been the object of detailed study in the last few 
years. Although first conceived by Le Play, this economic 
aspect of the family has never received the concerted study 
now employed upon it by the Bureau of Labor Statistic’s Cost 
of Living Division directed by Dr. Faith Williams of the 
U.S. Department of Labor, and other research workers. Also, 
the depression stimulated research on the broad social 
effects of such major disturbances in the economic cycle.

Popular and personal interest in problems of family 
disorganization has been responsible for the growth of the 
marriage clinic in recent years. As exemplified by the work 
of Mrs. Mowrer, the clinic can become a vital tool for 
sociological analysis. The lack of human guinea pigs has
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always been on© of the difficulties of sociology, j_n the 
clinic they offer themselves, although the extent to which 
they can "be manipulated is very limited and is dependent 
in large part upon the skill of the scientist. This new 
development may be regarded as a comparative innovation in 
sociological technique, although its importance in solving 
problems of family disorganization may be doubtful. The 
lack of a trained personnel equipped with adequate funds 
and knowledge precludes its wide acceptance at the moment.

The important steps taken in family study in the 
last decade seems to assure an ever-increasing knowledge of 
fact and method. Sociology, in America at least, has passed 
the threshold of scientific study of the family as a living 
and changing institution.
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Introduction to the Bibliography

In order to make this bibliography as useful as pos
sible to students, the references have been divided accord
ing to the divisions used in this manuscript. Following the 
section entitled "Methodology”, the various studies of the 
family may be found classified according to this scheme.

This bibliography is by no means complete, although 
in an effort to enhance its value, many books and periodi
cals are included which could not be consulted for the pur
pose of this study. These works, which are marked v/ith an 
asterisk (*), either are not in the University of Utah 
library, or were otherwise unavailable to the author. The 
inclusion of a book or article in this bibliography is not 
necessarily evidence of its value or importance, but rather 
of its relative position in regard to family studies in 
general.
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